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CHAPTER - I 

QbNBftAL INTRODUCTION 

A. Thin filmsf their nature, structures and properties 

During the last two decodes, great technological feats 

have been achieved In missiles arrt rockets as a result of 

intensive space research, miniaturisetions and development in 

electronic devices for power supply, rectifications, amplifies -

tlons, detection systems, storing of light energy and release 

on demand, refrigeration *nd the like. The above have been 

possible because of the development of new materials known as 

semiconductors. Intensive researches are going on throughout 

the world to seek for better and better materials with special 

and desirable properties. As a result, Interest In 'thin film 

physics' has greatly been stimulated. 

Due to the Increasing usefulness of the metals, semi

conductors and dielectrics in the form of thin films, which 

can be prepared with great ease by vacuum evaporation technique, 

they are being used In many branches of physics, electronic 

and chemistry. Particularly, thin films are used in highly 

reflecting mirror coatings, protective layera, antlreflection, 

beam-splitters| reflection and transmission type Interference 

filters with narrow and wide band widths, polerlsers, 

radiation detectors; coating for image forming devices, 

light Intensifies and solar energy converters; surface files 

for controlling the temperature of satellites, 
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passive and active electronic film components, thin file 

circuit* and superconducting film devices. 

These files can be prepared by va lous method6, such at 

cathodlc sputtering, cherries 1 deposition, vapour deposition 

and anodic oxidation etc. under controlled and reproducible 

conditions. The electrical, optical and mechanical properties 

of the vacuum deposited films are generally dependent upon the 

evaporation conditions and the purity of the samples. The 

quality of the deposits, their appearance and physical properties 

are also strongly affected by the presence of gas molecule in 

large smount. Further the structural, electric!, optical and 

mechanical propertiea of thin films may differ considerably 

from the bulk materials. The structure of evaporated films can 

be amorphous, polycrystalllne or single crystal in nature, 

depending on the conditions of the evaporation, aubstrate tempe

rature etc. The films can be compact and hard or porous and 

soft. Controlling the deposition conditions, such as rate of 

evaporation, substrate temperature etc. new orient; tion of the 

deposits possibly with different electrical propertiea can be 

induced without r<ich difficulty. It is also likely that semi

conducting properties such as resistivity, thermoelectric power, 

nature of the carriers, etc. can be changed with the change of 

evaporation conditions. It has b«en shown by a number of workers 

vi*. Pashley (1969), Matthews (1969), Hhillips (1960) that a 

high density of lattice defects vis. dislocations, stacking 

faults, voids, microtwlna, are normally present in films prepared 
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by vacuum evaporation technique. Their presence account* not 

only for the difference in intenalty of diffraction patterns 

by X-rays and electron! but also for the electrical behaviour. 

Dislocation density in thin films, which determines, like 

impurity effects, the activation energy can be changed at will 

in thin films, thus considerably modifying the semiconducting 

properties of the materials, fcy studying the thin film proper

ties one can get fundamental information about the bulk 

material which may not be accessible by any other method 

(Mayer, 1969). 

The physical properties of the material in disordered 

state can be studied with great ease when the material is in 

the form of thin flic since films can be produced in such state 

and they have a high specific surface area. Dislocations and 

other imperfections in films can be easily studied by electron 

microscopy. The elastic and plaatlc behaviour of metals can 

be studied easily in the form of thin films. 

Thin film technique haa become an Important tool In the 

solid state research especially in the field of semiconductors, 

magnetics and superconductivity. Before going in detail through 

the physical properties of the semiconducting films, it is 

worthwhile to state h*»re that a thin film, mathematically, is 

regarded as a plane-parallel layer, which la extended infinitely, 

the thickness varied from aero to a value which is comparable 

with the wave length of light and characterised by refractive 

index and abaorption coefficient. In reality, films arts not so 

simple but consist of features characteristics of the growth 

process. 
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It will be seen from th< thin film work that the 

sensitivity of the semiconducting layers towards chemical as 

well as physical imperfection allows a good control of the 

condensed layera which was not possible to achieve with other 

materials. It la also to be noted that the surface properties 

are generally quite different from the bulk properties. 

Microstructure of the film is generally related to the special 

techniques of preparation available ior thin films alone that 

cannot be economically applied to the preparation of the bulk 

materials. The properties exhibited in bulk can be changed 

with great ease by studying the material in the form of thin 

film state* Even many metals behave as semiconductors only 

when they are in thin filsi state (Mayer, 1969). 

In order to understand the "physics of thin films" it 

is essential to know the mechanism of conduction, theory of 

thermoelectric power anr other semiconducting parameters for 

bulk material and their applicability to thin film. Considerable 

work haa been carried out on the bulk materials but very little 

on the thin films, especially on their electrical and thersso-

electrical properties. It was thought to carry out the rnvtsv^ti"* 

on electrical as well as thermoelectrical properties of the 

materials in the form of thin films. The study has thrown some 

new light on the conduction esechanlsm, therraoel^ctrlcal and 

other properties In thin films. 
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ll. Theory of conductivity 

It la veil known that the physical properties of the 

materials ere structure sensitive, particularly these are more 

ao In case of semiconductors. To understand their behaviour 

clearly we have to understand also the mechanism of conduction 

In »et«ls in the first stage end then Its application to semi

conductors as well aa Insulators. 

The simple theory of tcechanlam of conduction both for 

the electrical and thermal wes postulated first by Drude (1900; 

and developed later by Lorentz (1904-6) la known aa the free 

electron theory of metals. The raein assumption vas thot 

electrons in case of metals are free and they can move through

out the metal lattice without much hindrance similar to the 

movement of gas molecules in a closed space, hotel may be 

consider*^ to consist of positive ions forming the lattice and 

the vslence electrons regarded aa electron gas. These electrons 

do not belong to any particular metal ions and can move 

unimpeded in the metal ion lattice. The movement of electrons 

in this caae is guided by the Doltsmann dlatribution law of the 

classical mechanics. The effect of mutual repulsion between 

electrons aa well as the interaction of negatively charged 

electrons by potential field in metel lattice is, however, 

neglected in free electron theory of gas. This simple theory 

broedly explains the general physical behaviour of meUla, but 
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falls in aome eases, as for Instant, for the specific heat of 

»eta is. with tht; advent of quantum mechanics, Som&erfeld 

(1928) first applied the quantum mechanical concepts to the 

notion of electrons in solids. 

In his theory he aasuaed that the electrona were quite 

free &nt did not make frequent collisions with the atoms of 

the solid. They could move in s field free space, the field 

of force due to etomic cores and other electrons being smoothed 

out except st the boundary of the solid. According to quantum 

mechanics, though the free electrons in solid are indistinctish-

able, the state of each electron i.e. energy level is determined 

by quantum numbers such BB X, y, 2 and also spin quantum numbers 

that last having two values, positive as well BB negstlve for 
23 

each state. It is well known that metal contains about 10 

atoms per unit volume, and in the caae of monovalent metals, 
23 *i 

the number of free electrons available is 10 en and the 

allowed energy levels for the valence electrons of metal lie 

very close together. 

According to Ferml-Dirac statistics, as applied by 

Uommerfeld, the probability of occupation of a particular quantu 

state by electron la given the relation 

M L > * exp. [ (E-Ef )/kt + lj 

where £ la the energy associated. With a particular level and 
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Bt - so called Feral energy. In deriving the above formula, 

ha also took Into account the Pauli»e excluaion principle. It 

la to be noted that the above expression la valid only when 

each quantum atate Is non-degenerate, in caae of the degenerate 

levels of degree »g» the above expression becoties 

P#(£) - g x exp. \ ( E - ^ A T + 1 j (g) 

or the equation (1) can be written aa 

P«<!) s f { (S-E f)Al ] 

where f(x) • 1 / (ex+ l ) 

where f(x) la called the Fermi distribution function, and the 

expression (2) reduces to 

P«(F) « g x f ( ( r ^ ) A T ] (2) 

It can be seen that when x la large and poaltive, the value of 

f (x) will be very email. This suggeata that the probability of 

occupation of a level la small when (B-Ef) » kT. On the other 

hand If x la large and negative f(x) rx 1 which indicates that 

the level la almost occupied if E - % « kT. It can be also seen 

that if x • 0 then f(x) • i in auch caae, the probability 

la reduced to *. FToa the above diseusalon, it can be aeen that 

in any case all levela having energy much greater than Bf, are 

•ore likely to be empty whilst, having energy ouch amaller than 

Ef, are more likely to be occupied. The en rgy level correapond-

ing to f la called the Fermi level. 
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The actual distribution of alaetrona among the available 

aitaa at any temperature la given by so called Ferul-Dlrac 

distribution lav 

n(E)dE • SNc(E)Pe(E)dE (4) 

where n(E)dE la tha number of alaetrona In the conduction band 

with energies between E and E + dE| and Nc(K)dE la the nuaber of 

allowed levels per unit volume in the conduction band in the 

energy interval E and E + dE. Here the factor 2 is taken in 

order to take into account of the spin degeneracy of each level, 

Finally the formulae obtained for conductivity and carrier 

concentration per unit voluna are as follow t 

' - • * . / (6) 
BV 

* . 8 I"*" 
where - e la the charge of the electron, • la the seas of tha 

e lectron, h i s the Planck's constant and v i s the veloci ty of 

electron at surface of the Feral distribution. 

As a result of the boawerfeld theory, the small contri

bution in specif ic heat from the electrons was »l»o explained, 

'owever the ideaa on conduction of e l e c t r i c i t y in metala 

rem*in«d the sane aa before. Soonerfeld theory could not, 

however, distlnguiah between metala aitf insulatora. Later on 

the smoothed out potential la replaced by a periodic potential 

by taking into account the interaction between the electrons 
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and atomic cores which are situated at the lattice points of 

the crystal. The important feature of such an potential is 

that it has the sane periodicity as that of lattice and the 

notion of electron in such a potential was dlscu sed by iloch 

(1828) by aeans of qusntua mechanics. 

The solutions of the wave function for such a periodic 

field are of the forn, 

V * TJk<Y)„lk.r (?) 

where U k(Y) has the periodicity of the lattice. On free 

electron model all values of the energies were allowed but in 

periodic potential there are forbidden ranges of energies where 

solutions representing an electron moving through the lattice 

do not exist at all. This aeans that electrons can occupy only 

certain energy levels and other energy levels are forbidden for 

occupation. The another consequence of above theory known as 

band theory la the introduction of the concept of the effective 

case of electron while novlng In a periodic potential field and 

is given by the relation* 

7"WTW ( 

where »* i s the ef fect ive Baas of charge carrier, E i s the kinetic 

energy, & i s the wave vector and If* i s the h/e*fl . It i s to be 

noted here that a - e f fect ive mass of charge carrier Is s 

function of direction in anisotropic bodies and i s then expressed 
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by a tensor, the- acceleration and force may not even be In the 

sane direction. One aore important point to be noted in 

ioismerfeld theory that the allowed energy levels for the 

valence electrona of a cryatal lie very close together and 

their values extend from nearly the bottom of the potential 

trough In which the electrons move to indefinitely high values. 

or other electrona the energy levels are assumed to be 

undisturbed end are just atonic energy levels. These energy 

levels forn a sort of band and can be regarded as a continuum 

for aany purposes. Taking into account the formation of 

different bands due to the periodic potential field, we can 

explain the conduction phenomena in different metals as well 

as insulators, 

Wilson in 1931 put forward the 'sone* theory and explain

ed the conductivity of divalent metala like Ca, which should 

behave as an insulator. 

According to sone theory, an array of monovalent atoms 

should always show metallic conduction aa long as there is aome 

overlap between wave functions of the atoms, because such an 

array is described in terms of wave functions which fill a zone 

completely. 

Let ua consider a linear monatosLc metal lattice contain

ing «N» atoms. If each atom haa two valence electrona, there 

will be a «2N» electrona completely filling the »N« energy 
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levels since according to PauliU principle, each energy level 

can allocate two electrons having opposite apin. If there is 

an appreciable energy discontinuity separating bands, there 

will be no way for an applied electric field to accelerate the 

electrons as there ere no vacant states of higher wave number k 

into which the electrons nay be accelerated. It will behave 

as an insulator. 

If there is only one valence electron per atom, the 

corresponding number of electrons will be 'N» and there will 

be 'N' quantum states. According to Paull's exclusion principle, 

each state can accommodate two electrons having the opposite 

spin direction, out of 'V states available, only $H will be 

filled b •»• electrons. In this case the band will be only 

half-filled and the specimen will be conductor. Alkali metals 

like Na, & etc. sre good examples of this whereas alkaline 

metals such as Ca, Ma etc. should behave aa non-conductor as 

envisaged in the first esse. But they are not so. From the 

three dimensional periodic model, however, it can be shown 

that there will be overlap of two allowed sonea and hence 

electrons can move from one sone to another even in case of 

two valence electron metals like calcium and will behave as a 

conductor but a poor one. It has been found that the concept 

of band theory is suitable not only for metallic crystals but 

alao for semiconductors, Insulators and ionic crystals. 
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In p crystal electrons can occupy a, p, d s ta tes . 

The inner elt^ctrons are more t ightly bound to the nuclei 

whereas tbe valence electrons or the outermost electrons are 

oo to say loosely bound to the nuclei . In fac t , in metallic 

sodlu* 3a electrons do not loca l ize to any particular atom in 

a crystal* The Inner electrons t ight ly bound to the nuclei 

do not, however, play any important role in conduction phenomena 

and hence they are normally not considered. So i s the ease 

with semiconductors and insulators . In non-metals the broad 

bands that l i e above the inner electron bands can be divided 

into groups namely valence bands whose available s tates are 

occupied by valence electrons and the conduction band whoae 

av*liable states can be occupied by electrons thua contributing 

the e lec tr ica l conductivity. These two bands are, however, 

separated by a forbidden band of energlea as stated before In 

non-metala• 

At absolute sero temperature the available atates in 

valence band are completely f i l l e d whilst those in conduction 

band completely empty In case of non-metals particularly, with 

the r i se of temperature transition between s tate in the highest 

f i l l e d band and the lowest empty conduction band are possible, 

the band gap or forbidden band however, determine the amount of 

energy for transit ion from higher to lower s ta te . 

Semiconductors 

These form a class of materials whose conductivities 

are In between metals end insulstors . I t i s possible, however, 
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that In extreme cases tha conductivity of such material can be 

as high as a poor metal conductor or as low as that of an 

insulator. Generally their conductivity lies between 10*2 to 

10 ohm x esTx. Tha main properties of t lis class of materials 

can ba denoted as, they have negative temperature coefficient 

of resistance, high thermoelectric power, both positive as well 

as negative, rectifying effects or at least non-ohmic behaviour 

sensitivity to light either producing a photovoltage or Changt 

of resistance* These behaviour could be explained easily from 

the bend theory of solids as applied to the semiconductors. 

at the absolute aero temperature, the conduction band 

in case of a pure semiconductor is completely empty which Is 

separated from the filled band (valence band) by the forbidden 

energy gap A !•... As the temperature is raised slowly, the 

electrons »T9 thermally excited from the valence to the 

conduction band provided the thermal energy is greater than 

the forbidden energy gap. In auch caae the electrons now 

occupying the conduction band as well as the vacant lattice 

aites left behind thus creating a hole in the valence band, will 

both contribute to the electrical conductivity of the material 

when an appropriate field is applied. With the rise of tempe

rature, the number of electron-hole pairs is also increased. 

For such a situation the number of conduction electrons in 

conduction band or holes in the valence band is given by 

« i ^ r n ~ p « A- exp <-AE/2kT) (9) 
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where n or n Is the number of electrons or holes respect! 

v e l y , A£ t s the width of the forbidden band, * la ths Boltsmar: 

constant and T la the eosolute temperature in °k. The factor 

•A* aay be regarded as constant to the f i r s t approximation. 

Thus we oan see that the value of n or p i s predomincntly 

determined by the exponential factor. The hole created in the 

valence band however moves in the oppoaite direction to that of 

electron in the conduction band, would move when an e lec tr ic 

f i e ld la appliud. Thua in case of ideal pure aerlconductor, the 

e l e c t r i c a l conduction consists of motions of electrons in 

conduction band end of posit ive holes in a valence band. 

If we aubatltute the value of 'A* in terms of e f fect ive 

mass, the above equation wi l l take the form 

H s 2 \ }Ldr" \ x \ ***"** | * «*M "A£/2kT \ 

ui'a 

(10) 

where m* and m^ are the effective maaa of electron and hole 

respectively. It la to be noted here that the effective maaa 

of electron will not be identical with that of hole alnee they 

erlae from different bands. If we replace (eA/»^ ) In the 

conductivity relation obtained by Sommerfeld, by the letter '^ 

known «a mobility, then the expreaalon for conductivity will 

take the form, <r * n e ^ when there la only one type of charge 

carrlera la present. In case of both the type of carriers the 
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above expression wi l l be 

^ « « • /> , +V/*b (11) 

tf we assume that the variation with temperature of the mobility 

of electrons end holes In an e lec tr ic f i e ld Is smell compared 

with the variation In the exponential factor in the equation 

2"ffkT »3/2 ,3 /4 
m } 2IT ki J - i r'* ( ^ 

n l • 2 { - £ T ~ J * > "•"% !' * «xp.|-AE/fekT | 

(12) 

Then the expreaaicn for conductivity <f becomes 

<f * <To . exp. ( - AK/2kT) (13) 

as i s simply proportional to the number of cerr lers . The 

temperature range in which the carrier concentration la given 

by the relat ion 

n^ » A *exp.(- Al^gkT) 

la termed as in tr ins i c . When the crystal Is free from any type 

of defects , th i s range would be from absolute aero to the 

Belting point. I t I s also possible to observe e lectr ica l 

conductivity where formation of electron-hole pair la not 

imperative. In an ideal crystal eecr- atoe la aur ounded by 

other atome in a perfect periodic l a t t i c e such the e lectr ical 

neutral i ty la maintained everywhere. But real crystals contain 

*any defects such as Incorporation of foreign atoms, existence 
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considerably 

1934). 2uch 

of vecencles, atoms at interstitial sites etc. Because of 

these defects, the conducting behaviour of tutorials changes 

\* This fact was first recognised by Gudden (1»30, 

defects known as impurity centers, say introduce 

new energy levels within the forbidden band and serve as the 

sources of electrons for the conduction band (donor levels) 

or holes for the valence band (acceptor levels), 'hen the 

concentration Is high enough, the Impurity levels form a band, 

aa the interaction between then may be sufficiently strong 

enough to form an energy band. 

The width of lapurity banda Is gen rally narrower than 

the other bands due to the main crystal because the number of 

atoms of the host crystal Is higher than the number of impurity 

atoms. On the other hand, when the concentration of impurities 

Is low, the impurity levels are narrow and electrons are 

localised at the Impurity centers. The conductivity due to 

impurities dan be illustrated In caae of 'Go' where each atom 

tetrahedrally surrounded by another forming a covalent bond 

and if howeler an impurity like 'Sb1 or 'At* of group V corpora-

ted which tais.ee up the one of the alte of 'Go* atom In crystal. 

The four of the five valence bound electrons csn be 

shared with! the four germanium atom leaving one extra electron 

which is ve>y lightly bound to the •Sb* atom. The binding 

energy is 4o small that at room temperature practically all 

antimony adorns in Ge loae the extra electron, which la available 

http://tais.ee
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for the conduction in the empty l nd. The Sb aton is then said 

to be ionized. However, at a very low temperatures the 

electron la bound to the Sb atom* In band picture9 we enn say 

that at a low temperature this new level is occupied and at 

normal temperatures, it is empty. Thus there will be one 

electron in conduction band corresponding with the each empty 

lev.1. Such an impurity la called a donor impurity and this 

sort of conduction caused by donation of electrons from the 

donor impurities la called n-type conduction. On the other hand* 

if germanium (Oe) atom la replaced by til group element such 

as In, the lattice around it will have a deficiency of one 

valence electron, A very sua11 amount of energy is required 

to take en electron froa one ot the GensGe bonds to put Into 

one of the In=Ge bonds. At normal temperatures the In atom 

will have an extra electron i.e. It will be In and we shall 

have a free poaltlve hole. In terms of band picture, it can 

be stated that at very low tempereturea the impurity level may 

be regarded aa an empty electron level, just above the valence 

band, capable of accepting an electron. At normal temperaturea 

the excited electrons from the valence band will occupy the 

above empty levela, such levels are called acceptor levels. 

The conductivity arising from such aort of mechanism la termed 

as p-typ< conductivity. 

It la to be noted here that the donor levels lie Just 

below th« bottom of the conduction band and the acceptor Just 
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above the top of the valence band. In auch easea the carrier 

concentration la given by n, Where, 

n • Nc.exp.C+EfAD (14) 

provided the e lec t rons In the conduction band are non-degenerate, 

and the concentrat ion of holes In the valence band I s given by p . 

p « M • exp I •C*E + E f ) / k T i (15) 

According to law of mass action, n»p » k(T) where k(T) la of 

the form (F(T)) exp [ - A£/kT j and F(T) la a slowly varying 

function of T. 

When the donor levels Nj la much greater than the 

Intrinsic electrons, In auch a case the number of electrons In 

the conduction band doea not vary appreciably with temperature 

and the semiconductor Is called an n-type extrinsic semiconductor 

and the poaltlon of the erssi level la given by Ef a kl n(ftdAc) 

It la interesting to note here that the band theory la 

worked cut for a periodic array of atoms whereas the Impurity 

atoms In semiconductors will be arranged in a random manner. 

However, the effect of melting on the resistance of the metal 

auggeata that the results obtained from any theory for the 

effective number of free electrons in a periodic lattice ought 

alao to be true for a diaordered lattice, the only effect of 

the diaorder being to add a residual resistance. However, 

Verwey et al. (1948) have shown from their study on Nickel oxide 

that the Wilaon claaalficatlon is inaufficient. In 1949 Mott 
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has suggested that in case of the above class of materials, 

the description of the electronic configuration in terns of 

l loch wave functions was not correct, and reported that one 

has to use the London-Heitier wave functions in order to 

describe the electronic configuration• The zone theory, how

ever, does not predict any discontinuous change in the number 

of free electrons, or any discontinuous volume change. Since 

most of our work is concerned with the structure and physical 

properties of thin fllrsa, it is pertinent to enquire whether 

the theory of conduction for metals and semiconductors sre also 

applicable in thin films or not. 

General conclusions about the conduction either from 

Lorents theory or band theory are alallar though they differ 

In details, the Important factor controlling the conductivity 

in metals, is the mean free path of free electrons determined 

by the mean velocity and the time of relaxation given by 

* • v<f (16) 

[in all the derivation the lattice of metal extends infinitely in 

three dimensions but in ease of films one direction U ) Is very 

much restricted compared to the other directions. lucha (1938) 

gave a rigorous analysis of the mechanism of electrical conduct

ion in thin ldeel metallic films having spherlcsl Fermi surface 

and suggested that the fraction V of electrons incident on 

the boundary surfsee are apecularly reflected. The overall 
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conductivity In case of thin film a a treated ty Sondhelmer 

(1962) la given by relation. 

<r 
goo (17) 

where K. la the tMckneas/»ean free path, <To i s the condnctl-

v i t y of the bulk natal , £ la the conductivity of the film 

ce ta l and 

1 
0U) 

1 
v2 OK2 2K* /l*"*l-~. dt (16) 

The alternative expreaslon derived fro» the repeated Integra

t ion la 

} 

0M l - l j l . - i -a* U « > - i d ^ > . 8K 16 161 

(19) 

Therefore- the foraula for r e s l a t l v l t l e a wi l l take the forn, 

l .?ji.fejv*.jia..-,j.{ 6 . 1 £ ) -K 

(20) 

where -%(u) » 
. - t 

dt . 
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Iherefore the approximate forsmla for thinner filics i . e . d <X . 

P - 4 
^o 3 £ { In | + 0.4228 j 

(21) 

and for thicker f i las 

- ~ = * ( <J + "i~^ whw d » / (22) 

In deriving the above forsmla sondheiaar essuaed that the 

scattering at the surface was entirely diffuse. If a fraction 

•p* of electrons la scattered elastlcally at the surface than 

the expression for the conductivity in thin filas become. 

-££- * I + i (1 • p) when k » 1 (2S) 

_£o_ . 4- { pL \ 1 wh.n K«l 

(24) 

Iroa iuchs* calculations it can be seen that if p « 1 (all 

electrons specularly reflected) the effective conductivity was 

Independent of thickness of the fila, whilst if p < 1 then the 

conductivity fell with decreasing thickness, particularly when 

this was less than the electron Bean free path. Ham and Kattis 

(1960) and Price (1960) extended the theory. Price uaed his 

vector nean free path aathod by considering the general ellip-

soidel energy surfaces for the cases p * 1 and p » 0. 
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Friedman and Keening (I960) from their sseasureoents on 

thin specimens of bismuth reported that the boundary scattering 

was Indeed completely specular. Aubrey, Janes and Parrott (1964) 

reported froai their study on wedge-shaped samples of blsmith 

that the actual relative Magnitude of the conductivity In the 

thin Holt and In the bulk was very different froa the theore

tical predictions, recently Parrott (1966) gave the theory of 

slse effect for a conductor having ellipsoidal energy surfaces 

based on the method of Hsu and Hattla (1960), in which he assused 

that *p* la constant but la regarded as • function of the 

conponent of electron velocity normal to the surface. 

Fro* the expression derived by Sondhelaer and latter used 

by Mayer (1969), it is possible in the present investigation to 

calculate the seen free path of the hypothetical model, in the 

above theory, it is implicit that the film is continuous in two 

dimensions even when the 's' direction waa nearly zmro, but in 

reality no files are continuous unless they are of considerable 

thickness. 

It is well known that in the initial stage of the growth 

of filsi in vacuo, the deposited fila involves the formation of 

dlacrete nuclei and later on lslsnds which on continuous deposi

tion with lneresse of thickness grow in slse and finally a 

continuous fila is foraed. Neugebauer and Webb (1962) pointed 

out that the properties of such films would slso be controlled 

by the slse snd distance between the islands. According to 
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Neugebauer (1962), the conduction nechanlsa in this diacontl-

nuous film consists of (a) thermally activated charge carrier 

creation prooaaa involving tha removal of alaotron fron 

initially neutral island leaving it positively charged, (b) the 

drifting of these free eharge down field by electron tunneling 

through the gapa between the 1alanda. It follows froa the 

model that the log 6 will be proportional to the reciprocal 

of absolute teeperature. The smaller the sice of the island, 

the greater will be the activation energy and larger the distance 

between island the lower the tunneling probability and thus lover 

the conductivity. This theory takes into account the size effect 

and the dlatanoe between tht islanda in determining the film 

propertlea. It la a well known experimental fact that the 

teaperature of the aubstrate has a great effect on the else aa 

woll aa on the gaps between the ialands. Another factor to 

consider la the film thickness, with increaae of the film 

thickness normally the laland alse Increases and consequently 

the distance between then decreases. Other feetors affecting 

these two parameters are the eattrial aa well aa the nature of 

the aubstrate. According to Neugebauer and tfsbb (1962) the 

conductivity of the island structure film is given by 

A N / S B F J -4-ffd ,^-r-^ . _„_ f -e2/e r ) ^ 6 a — ajrp. } — - — V 2 w 0 ) B exp. 
h 2d 

-e2/e r < (26) 

kT 

where A and B are constant, 0 la the potential barrier between 

islanda, e la the electronic charge, a is the electronic mass, 
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e Is the dielectric constant of the substrate, h is the plank 

constant, d is the distance between islands, y is the average 

radius of an Island and k is the loltzcsnn constant. 

In the case of reel files with which we are dealing, the 

fllB thickness varies frocr 1,000 to 60,000 A . In these films 

even though the island theory may not truly valid but one has 

to consider morphological feature of the filsu Tt Is well known 

that in most of the films the surface topography is t%r from 

being ssooth, but full of ups and downs, 

C. Thermoelectric power ( °° ') 

Another important transport property is the therssoel#?ctric 

power ( oC ), nasuily the creation of potential differenc* between 

two points when there is a tesiperature gradient between then. 

Ihe above effect is known B* Setback effect (Seebeck, 1821). The 

reverse effect known as Peltier effect consists of absorption or 

evolution of heat at the junction when the current ia pu^t^a 

through the sample. These two effects are, however, related by 

the equation 

*6 * *W/T (26) 

where *C is the Seebeck coefficient, "* is the P«?lti*r 

coefficient, T is the absolute teaperature In K. The thers»-

electrlc power can also be approximately expressed by the semi-

qualitative relation 

• a Cv/N * k t27* 
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where Cv i s the speci f ic heat of the system of charge carriers , 

H i s the number of charge carriers taking part in conduction 

mechanism, e i s the c arge of free carriera am) k i s the l*>lt*manti 

constant. 

<* « k/a (28) 

Thus from the above equation It can be seen that the natural 

unit of thermoelectric power is k/e or volts/degree cent: trade, 

and also that it is a local transport property similar to the 

electrical or thermal conductivity. The process of generation 

of thermoelectric power (<?c ) can be visualised in a semiconductor 

in the following wsy. Let us consider a piece of material as a 

long box containing electrons. Because of thermal gradient, the 

concentration nnd velocities ot the electrons at the hot end 

will be higher than at the cold end resulting in a greater 

diffusion of electrons along the thermal gradient than In the 

reverse direction. This diffusion flux of negative charge from 

hot end to the cold end will set up en potential difference 

between the two ends. Due to this electric field further 

diffusion of electrons will be increasingly retarded until the 

reverse flux of electrons, due to the creation of potential 

differ* nee equalise with the electron flux caused by the diffu

sion. *t this dynamical electron equilibrium condition the 

potential difference per unit gradient of temperature namely (°c) 

will remain constant. Thus the thermoelectric power (*C) is a 

function of both the number of charge carriers aa well aa the 
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mobility o f e lectrons. In case of mixed semiconductors, the 

simultaneous diffusion of e lectron, and holes from hot to cold 

*nd la caused not only bo difference In carrier ve loc i t i e s but 

alao by concentration gradient. I t has already been mentioned 

that for metals the concentration of free charge carriers 

(10 cm ) i» practical ly not affected by temperature. In a 

semiconductor, on the other hand, temperature has a pronounced 

e f f e c t on the concentration of charge carr iers , energy of each 

carr ier , at well as on the contact potential of the semiconductors 

with respect to the electrode material and hence the chemical 

potent ia l . Thus taking into account the above different 

parameters controlling the thermoelectric power, the exprea^ion 

for the to ta l thermoelectric power for a material having only 

one type of charge carr iers , w i l l b e " 0 * ^ + \ + °C w h e P « 

the respective terms on the right hand side means the contri

butions due to the variation of diffusion coef f ic ient , concen

trat ion gradient and contact potential respectively with tempe

rs ture. The tota l thermoelectric power (<*) in case of mixed 

non-degenerate semiconductor i s given by the expression, 

( n/xJj^/2 - s ) -v n(Nc/nJ) - P/Uh^6/2 - s *) + n(Nv/p)J j 
** * - k / e [ ~ 

and for mixed type of complete degenerate semiconductor 

n / » e -* P/*h _ ^ - - ($•) i 

where the symbols have their usual meaning. 

y 
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In deriving the above expr* 3sion i t i s as&umed thfit the ef fect ive 

Basses me and n^ are scaler quantities end the t ine of relaxa

t ion i s a function of energy l.t*. rfm a «£"• for electrons and 

for holes ^ h « a,i."'8 where the value of s and s* greatly 

depends upon the scattering mechanism. It I s to be noted here 

that the relation T9 « a£"* or \ « a«7" s ' w i l l not hold 

good when both ionised impurity or l a t t i c e scattering sr« present. 

In such case the time of relaxation can be expressed in the form 

T« • •£** • ( 1 + C£"' j where »a • and *C» are constant a and the 

formula for thermoelectric power wi l l be modified accordingly 

for a mixed type of complete degenerate and non-degenerate 

semiconductor, toffe (1057) has civen the values of the term, 

A • (6/2 - s) for the different type of scattering centers. 

ior atomic l a t t i c e s . Xoc E°; /u *c 1/1 ? A e 2.0 

For ionic l a t t i c e s at kl « hv c $ A • 2,5 

ior ionic l a t t i c e s at k t » hy0 $ A » 3 .0 

For scattering by vibrations of constant frequency 

* °C ICX\ /a K l / T 6 / 2 j A » 1.0 

or A.K E ' 3 / 2 )yuK 1/T2 A « 0.5 

For scattering on Impurity l ens , 

^ ^ F^i /a *CT3 / 2 A • 4 .0 

Thus It can be seen that the value of the tern (5/2 - s) depends 

on the electron scattering mechanism and in particular on the 

value of -~- • -££- . It is to be noted here that the above 
*• dE 

foregoing formulae are based on the assumption that in the 

presence of tempersture gradient each small portion of the 

material was In equilibrium state. He discussed theoretically 
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Gurevich (1946) show*! that this la not trut. Ha discussed 

theoretically tha effect on thermomagnatic afrecta In metals 

of a departure of the phonon dlstrllutlon from Its equilibrium 

atate. It la well known that In quantum physics the thermal 

vlbratlona of the lattice are described by many of quasi* 

partlclea known aa phononsy moving with the velocity of sound. 

However, phonona which have no charge and which contribute to 

the thermal conduction but not to the electrical conduction, 

may contribute to the thermoelectric power becau-e of the 

phonon-electron interaction whereby electrona may dreg phonons 

with them and vice vers*. The greater la the phonon drag the 

stronger the interaction between phonons and carriera and the 

longer the relaxation time required for motion of long wave 

length phonona to become random again. Phonon drag effect as 

far aa the thermoelectric power la concerned la important at 

tha low temperatures for moat of tha materiala. 

inally, It is to be noted that in caae of non-homogeneoua 

materials tha thermoelectric power in general la given by tha 

e: preaalon, 

m _££__ S\A&.\ [*£L\ C31) 
" ~ ' f ( AT J t ' [ AT ] 

where AE la the observed thermal e.m.f. due to the temperature 

difference A T , and the summation la taken over tha 'I' parte 

in which tha material la divided. 
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Another Important parameter In connection with the thermoelectric 

power la the figure of merit 'Z* which determines the efficiency 

of the thermoelement used In the thermoelectric gen<rotors. This 

parameter (2) la given by relation, 

2 • c<2 6j ^ ^ ̂  (22) 

where oc i8 the thermoelectric power of the material, 6 Is the 

conductivity of the material and K. is the thermal conductivity 

of the material, 

D. Hall coefficient 

In determining the transport phenomena in semiconductors, 

the parameter vis. Ball coefficient from which the mobility and 

carrier concentration can be found out, has to be studied. 

It is well known that when en electric field is applied 

along the length of the semple and the magnetic field perpend 1* 

cular to it, then the potential la developed along the 

direction which ia perpendicular both to the magnetic and 

electric field. This transverse electric field la given by the 

relation, 

H K - T » ' F T x I 0 - 8 ( 3 3 ) 
vs 4 

where VE is the transverse electric field developed, Ix is the 

current paased through the sample in /mps., Ky is the magnetic 

field in Oersted, d is the thickness of the sample In cms, and 

HH it the Hall coefficient, lilt Hall coefficient KH ia defined 
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•• the nagnitude of this transverse electric field per unit 

current density, per unit magnetic field. The Hall coefficient 

for one type of carriers Is given by the relation, 

ltH « ± Vne (34) 

where the sinus end plus signs indicate the conduotlon by 

electrons end holes respectively, and the value of ' *"' lies 

between one and two, depending upon the degeneracy of the 

BO t or Is 1. The practical units for H^ ar* en /Coulonsb. hen 

both types of charge carriers vis. electrons and holes are 

present, the I all coefficient lis given by 

HH - - V * . U b e - P j / i n b + p ] (35) 

where b » n g j - , the rat io of the electron nobil i ty to the hole 

mobil ity. In the Intrinsic region, where n « p « n^ equation {2b) 

becomes 

i h i s equation Indicates that Kt* w i l l be negative or positive-

according to whether the electron nobi l i ty i s greater or l ess 

than the hole mobility, snowing the conductivity and %» t h e 

Hall nobi l i ty (/*K) can be calculated fron the relation 

yuH • Hjj^i where /*$ i s Hall mobility, % i s Ball coeff ic ient 

end <fv i s conductivity. 
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lor aemlconducto a, there are other parameters v i z . 

carrier concentration, nobi l i ty , mean free path, figure of merit 

e t c . which are alao of great importance to evaluate the uaeful-

neas of semiconductors at the same time to throw some l ight on 

the electron-transport process in solid s ta t e , tt i s of 

in teres t to point out that thin f i l e s of semiconducting 

materials may have different structures than those of the bulk 

and i t i s l ike ly that they may aa well considerably modify the 

e l e c t r i c 1, optical and other properties a lao. The theories 

for conductivity, thermoelectric power e t c . , established for 

bulk material may be considerably changed due to the two 

dimensional nature of thin fi lms. 

<views on the researches on the physical , opt ica l , 

e l e c t r i c a l , mechanical and other properties of thin metallic 

films end their applications in different branches of physics, 

have already been made by many authora v i s . Holland (1968), 

Keugebsuer, ftewklrk and Vermilyea (1959), George, Jjancroft (1962), 

George Haas and Rudolf . Thun (1964), Gtorge Mass (1963), 

Bennett (1964), and Newman (1963). 

rom the above l i terature survey I t w i l l be aeen that 

not much work has been carried out on the r e s i s t i v i t y , act iva

t ion energy, thermoelectric power, Hall coef f ic ient e tc . of 

semiconducting films of lead and bismuth ch&lcogenldes obtained 

turn evaporation technique. With the above ides , in view, 

s been carried out on the e l ec tr i ca l properties of 

Suctlng films of selonldea and te l lur ides of lead and 
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A. h device for the met>surements 

it new device as developed by Goswsml and Jog (1964) was 

also used In the present study for measurement of the different 

semiconducting parameters. The experimental set-up (flg„1) 

consisted of two brass blocks with slots of desired sizes, two 

mlcroheaters attached to each block, two glass pistes over one 

of which the deposits were formed, two flexible platinum foils 

(thickness =0.02 mau), three thermocouples, two springs snd 

two silver wires as leads for measuring the electrical conduct

ivity, thermoelfcCtrlc power etc. *t the two ends of the films 

over a glass substrate (4 x 0.6 cm), platinum foils were put 

and over them a glsas plate of the same size as that of the 

substrate (glass) was kept. The foils were then folde* round 

below with a *U' turn. The two ends of the film were Inserted 

Inside the slots of two brass blocks. The film was then 

tightened by means of screws. In order to measure the thermo

electric power, the current waa passed through the micro-

heatera end the temperature gradient waa created, with the 

help of chromel-alumel thermocouples, the temperature of both 

the ends was recorded. - third thermocouple was also attached 

at the center of the film. The whole set-up was put in a 

pyrex boat and put inside a vacuum chamber before measuring 

the parameters. 
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B. Erasures nt of resistivity and activation energy 

Resistivity or conductivity Is an important property 

of a s©n;icoir uctor. This was oaasured both by A.C, and D.C. 

methods• For A.C. measurements especially for high resistance 

i.e. of the order of 60 Heg. ohm. 'Universal AVf •' bridge 

operating on 60 c/sec. Ker D.C. measurements "lesla i\l£n bridge 

was also used. 

Description of the bridge 

The universal AVO bridge*, consisting of a bridge network 

is fed from a screened winding of low distributed capacity on 

the main transformer and it consists of an ampllfier valve 

voltmeter having variable sensitivity. This amplifier valve 

voltmeter acts as a balance indicator. The bridge has standard 

arcs of resistance for resistance measurements. We con also 

measure capacitance and inductance. 

The Tesla nniversal bridge consists of four main 

components- (i) the bridge proper, (ID amplifier, C U D *.*'• 

oscillator, end (iv) power pack. The bridge itself consists 

of a aeries of standard resistances of two capacitance 

standards «n<* of two potentiometers for loss factor compensa

tions. A switch is provided for placing the resUtora, 

capacitance standards and compensating potentiometers in the 

appropriate arms of the bridge as required for the particular 

measurement intended. Bridge can work at a frequency of 
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40C c/sec. or a D.C. voltage. For D.~. measurements, galvano

meter la connected to the bridge, lor A.C. measurements, a 

two-stage A.P. amplifier la interpoaed between bridge and 

galvanometer. Thla Instrument provldea a vide range of A.c. 

and D.C. measurements with loss factor compensation. 

The experimental s« t-up aa described before (A) was put 

in a tubular chamber provided with an external furnace heated 

electrically, the chamber being continuously evacuated through

out the measurements. Twelve terminals were taken out from 

the evacuated chamber, two for measuring the resistance across 

the specimen, six for thermocouples (two near the two ends of 

the film and the third at the middle;, and four terminals (two 

on each side) for two microbestera to heat the specimen inside 

the chamber. Temperatures at the three points were measured 

by a Vernier potentiometer, and the resistance across the 

termlnala by A,C. or D.C. bridge aa described before. Generally 

temperature of the film was raised by slow heating of the 

external heater controlled by a varlac in vacuo. 

In order to have 8Ufficient readings, the temperature #as 

measured during the process of heating and cooling just before 

and after the measurement of resistance. This measurement was 

carried out at an interval of 2° to 6°C rise or fall of tempe-

reture. Since the specimens wer«- in vacuo the heating was more 

or less uniform, Thie procedure took about three to four hours 

to complete heating and cooling cycle between room temperature 

and 200°c. This continuous (dynamic) met! od took about thre« 

to four houra to complete one cycle of heating or cooling. 
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We also tried to attain equilibrium temperature at each points 

and the resistance was measured. It was found that it would 

he Impossible to complete the measurement of one sample even 

in two or three days and aa there was no special advantage 

unless absolute valuea of resistance was needed this method was 

discontinued. The resistance of each apeclmen was measured for 

aeverel heating and cooling cycles before taking the mean value. 

The resistance measurements were repeatable even after eight or 

ten cycles, provided maximum temperature waa not beyond the 

temperature of the discontinuity (T^) to be described latter on. 

iiesistivity iP ) was deduced from the relation, 

» - ' F T I o7> 
where R is the actual resistance menaured, J* is the realstivlty, 

I la the length of the film used, d ia the thickness of the film 

and b Is the breadth of the film. Activation energy waa 

calculated from the slope of the curve log d vs. l/l by using 

the relation, 

In HT - In itj 
AE « 2k - ±- (38) 

1/T2 - 1/TX 

Thus it can be seen that inatead of using resistivity or conduct

ivity, it is possible to measure the activation energy fron 

resistances aa described in chapter No.3. 



C. Measurement of thermoelectric power 

The thermoelectric power given by the formula 

- P.D. between two ends 
^v s i ,. . _- was meaaured 

Teaperature difference between two enda 

both by the integral method and dif ''•rential methoda. In the 

Integral method, the teaperature at the one end of the film 

was kept constant and that of the other end wea continuously 

ralaed and the potential developed between two enda measured 

potentlometrlcally. The thermoelectric power w&a then 

calculated by the above formula, tn the differential cethod, 

the temperatures of the both enda were Increased by the same 

amount at each stage, however a definite teaperature gradient 

between them. 2hia was accompliahed by two microbestors 

attached at two ends of the films with a constant temperature 

gradient (fig.!). The increaae in the teaperature of the 

aurrounding waa carried out by the external heater. All the 

measurementa were carried out in vacuo both during heating and 

cooling cyclea and repeated for several times for the same 

ssaple to obtain reproducible results. Same measurement a wt»re 

repeated by keeping the staple in vacuo for few days or 

expo8ing it to atmosphere without changing any contact and 

reevaluating it. 

D. Measurement of foil coefficient, mobility 

find carrier concentration 

The apparatue and method for the measurement of ?iall 

•feet, Hall mobility and carrier concentration are the same 

as used by Deokcr and Coawami (1966). 
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The arrangement consists of electromagnets to which 

direct current (1-10 «mps) was fed from a stabilised power 

supply unit, sample holder having four pressure contacts, 

vernitr potentiometer, sensitive galvanometer, lamp and scale 

arrangement, amrreter etc. The magnetic field obtained could 

be varied from 2,000 to 7,000 gausses with a gap between two 

pole pieces of 4 cms. The D.C. passed through the sample was 

varied from 0.1 to 6 ma. Hall probes were adjusted in such a 

way that the minimum voltage drop (lit) was observed. In order 

to avoid voltage drop <IH), Herat effect etc., the readings 

for Hell voltage wtre taken by changing the direction of either 

electric or magnetic field or both together. The average 

reading was taken for calculating Hall coefficient. In order 

to avoid the Lttlngshausten effect an instantaneous and small 

current was passed deliberately. 

The Hall coefficient, Kail mobility and carrier concen

tration were calculated as described in chapter too.l. 

K. Thermoelectric test set 

In order to know the type of the bulk materials used in 

the present investigation, the thermoelectric test set which 

la described below was used. 

The bulk material to be examined was placed on a lead 

plate which was connected to the one end of the microsKsmeter 

and the other end of the microaswseter to the platinum wire 
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which was attached to the wars U p of a small iron-rod. The 

c i rcu i t was completed by touching the ware t ip of the iron-rod 

to the other face of the material when the material became ware 

in the v i c in i ty of the point contact, due to the temperature 

gradient, a thermoelectric voltage developed end the current 

result ing from this voltage w»s also noticed on the microsometer. 

Depending upon the sign of potential at the hot or cold end the 

type of the material was decided, when the hot Junction was 

pos i t i ve , the conduction must predominently be due to electrons 

end the type of the material was 'n» type, whilst the hot 

Junction having negative indicated the 'p* type. 

F. electron diffraction 

In order to know the nature of the surface layer every 

aample was subjected to electron dif rsction examination, both 

before and after the measurements to note the change of imrface-

i f any. This was csrrled out by Finch type electron diffraction 

camera fabricated in this laboratory. It was, however, observed 

that in almost a l l cases the surface layers were either poly-

crys ta l l ine or developed one degree orientation, depending 

upon the thickness of the f i lms. Higher thicknesses fsvoured 

the development of one degree orientation. It was observed 

that due to assymetrlcal disposit ion of the source with respect 

to the substrates and consequent change of angle of incidence 

of v̂ DOur stream on the substrates often ' t i l ted* orientation 

were observed. The detailed Interpretation of th is type of 

orientation has already been given by Lvans snd Oilman (1962;. 
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G. Preparation of substretea and films 

tn the present investigation, the films were prepared 

by vacuum evaporation technique, The Ketrov«*c coating unit 

was used for the preparetion of films. The ultimate vacuum 

obtained with this unit was •=£ 10 mm. Hg. In order to avoid 

the formation of the new compounds due to the reaction of the 

filament material and the compound under investigation, the 

semiconducting material was heated Indirectly by keeping it 

in a mlcroconleal silica basket surrounded by s helical coll 

of tungsten. The above filament, in the form of helical coll 

waa heated with high current supplied from a low voltage 

transformer (30 volts, 60 Amps.) and the* current was controlled 

by roans of voriac. before putting the sample in the silica 

basket, the coll was flushed several times to remove the 

surface Impurities. The micro silica basket, with the material 

under Investigation, was then Inserted into the helical coll. 

In order to avoid the surface impurities arising from the 

material itself, the first evaporation was made for few minutes 

under vacuum, without putting any substrates. Then the 

deposition was made on cleaned glass substrates put with the 

faces downward towards the source. The distance of the eouree 

from the substrates was 3 to 10 cms. depending upon the experi

ments. The source geometry was such that either the substrates 

were symmetrically disposed at equal distances or that these 

were at varying diatances from source. In the former case, 
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the source wes kept at position centrally below substrates and 

In the letter case the aoure< was kept below but shifted to one 

side. In each set of evaporation 10*16 specimens were made of 

different thicknesses under the auae conditions of evaporation. 

The temperature of the substratea at the tl«e of deposition 

was recorded with the help of the thermocouple attached to the 

substrates. In order to have the deposition et higher tempera

ture arrangement for heating the subatrate In aitu was also made. 

The substrates used in the present Investigation were 

generally glass plates. The glass substrates were obtained by 

cutting microscope slides to O.S x 4 o s slse. They were cleaned 

with a mixture of chronic acid and sulphuric acid, then washed 

in distilled water. The plates were dried with filter papera 

and finally with degreesed tissue papers. The substrates were 

always handled by tweezers to avoid grease contamination. 

Before weighing, the glass plates were heated in an oven at 

86°C, for two hours, then were cooled to room temperature 

and weighed and these were then placed in position for deposition. 

Thickness of the deposits waa measured from the 

difference in weight before and after deposition and also from 

the knowledge of surface area covered and the density of the 

materials aasuming however that the film density waa the aece 

a a the bulk density. 
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STTOPBg OK LEAD SULPHIDE, LEAD i>El£HlDK 

AND LBMD TKLLUHIDE FILK^ 

A. Introduction 

The early work on these materials particularly on PbS, 

vhleh occur a In mtural form as galena ha a been carried on 

for a very long t ic a. In fact PbS la one of the f lrat materials 

to be recognised as s semiconductor. Braun (1874) detected 

the rectifying action In lead aulphlde. Its e l ec tr i ca l 

properties were eatsbllshed by isenrom (1940) and Hlntenberger 

(1942). They showed that these materlala could exlat either 

n-typp or p-type and could be changed frosi one type to the 

another by suitable treatment. An excel lent review on aemi-

conductora has been given by Lerk-Horowlta (1964). Smith (1961, 

1963, 1966), Moss (1966) and Seanlon (1966) publlahed review 

a r t i c l e s on lead ehalcogenldee. They discussed the chemical, 

physical , e l ec tr i ca l aa well aa photo-electrics! properties in 

d e t a i l . It la well known that in case of theae compounds, the 

two typea of forces are present I . e . e lectrostat ic forces 

between charges i l lus trated by the polar bond in ionic crystals 

and other covalent bond and the type of the crystal la generally 

determined from the dominant force. Pauling (1946) reported 

that the dipole momenta of the free molecules can be calculated 

from the electronegativity of the iona. The calculation baaed 

on the above beats iieanlon (1966) found that Pbii, PbSe and PbTe 
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nolecules were about 80 £ , 18:* end 1£% ionic respectively. 

He also noted on the teste baala that the NsCl aolecule was 80% 

i on ic . But froa X-ray study, NeCl crystals ere considered to 

be 100% ion ic . We aey conclude that PbS, Pb3e end PbXe 

crysta l s sre aore ionic than in their individual aol cules but 

not as ionic s s NeCl crysta l . 

The experimental values obtained for densit ies of PbS, 

PbSe and PbTe ere 7 .6 f 8.10 and 8.16 gas/ca3 respectively 

(Handbook of Cheaiatry and Physics - 1955, 1956). However, 

Brebrick (1956) found 7.597, 8.25 end 8.273 g*s/ca3 for PbS, 

PbSe and PbTe respectively froa his X-ray study, and the 

direct aeasured values ere 7.69 0.01 (PbS), 8.2S 0.04 (PbSe) 

end 8.21 gas/en0 (PbTe). Parkinson and «uarrington (1964) found 

Debye teapereture for PbSt PbSe and PbTe es lying in the ranges 

149°- 23C°ii, 137°-168°iw end 117°-139°iL respectively. In 1927, 

Kellor, reported that these COBpounds are generally present as 

Blnerala galena (PbS), Cleusthallte (PbSe) and alia t i t e (PbTe). 

Many workers have studied crystals of galena. Lsvson (1961-195?) 

applied the Brldgasn-Stockbsrger technique for growing the 

s ing le crys t s l s of PbS, PbSe and PbTe. Xn 1954, Pisxerello 

a l so grown the crystals by subliaatlon froa the vapour phase. 

Particularly the laed sulphide, lead selenide and lead te l lur lde 

f l laa used In infra-red detectors are generally obtained by 

chealcal deposition, vacuus evaporation and anodic sputtering 

techniques. 

It csn be concluded froa thermoelectric power aeasure-

aents thst Pb£, PbSe end PbTe can be either n-type or p-type. 
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tefan (1866) wa» the f i r s t to report that PbS can be either 

n-type or p-typc. It la well known that the oarriera In both 

elemental and polar crystals In the impurity temperature 

range say be due to the presence of foreign impurities of a 

different valence but in ease of lead ehalcogenides the n-type 

or p-type region can also occur due to the presence of 

stoichiometric deviation. Bauer (1940) showed that heating 

PbSe crysta ls under steady preaaure of Se changed n-type 

erystala to p-type and back to n-type when heet«d in vacuo. 

Many investigators have studied the thermoelectric power of 

PbS, PbSe end Pble. Putley (1964), at room temperature, reported 

«*• 446/uV/°C for SSCB lead te l luride sample and Pbiie, SlgA 

and • 12i:'
 @ noticed the maximum values for <=*C In the above 

two samples of PbSe to be 360 and 330/iV/oC at 6S0°K and 476°K 

respectively and these samples showed inversion at 826 and 

800°K. loffe (1967) found that Ĉ varied from 60 to 260/xV/°C 

(Pble) over the temperature range 100°-300°Ji. Avafa et a 1.(1966) 

reported very high valuta of «< for PbS crys ta l s , i inlay son and 

Creig (1969) also observed a very high value of ^c ( 600-700/uV/°C) 

in Pb6. Smlrnov et a l . (1961) reported at * 480/ttY/°C at about 

400°& for PbSe. Berlaga et a l . (1963) measured * 112/aV/°C 

for p-type polycrystel l ine layers . Johnson (1964) observed the 

c< • 446yuV/°C for PbTe s ingle crys ta l s . 

Moss (1947), Moss and Chasmer (1948), froa their photo

conductivity measurements determined the optical energy gap 
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varying from 0.26 to 0.4 eV for PbS and PbSe. Gibson (1960) 

reported the values to be 1.4, 1.06 and 0.9 eV respectively for 

PbS, PbSe and PbTe fro* the absorption measurementa on thin 

film and for thin single crystals 0.42, 0.26 and 0.31 eV which 

according to hies corresponded to the photoconductlve Halts and 

this was also supported by the work of Clark and Cr>shman (1962) 

on the transmission cieasuromenta on PbS, PbSe and PbTe. fcy 

using reflection technique Avery (1961, 1963) made measurements 

of the absorption coefficient and optical dielectric constant. 

In 19£4, he showed that the forbidden energy gap would be 0.42, 

0,26 and 0.31 eV for Pb' , PbSe and PbTe respectively and 

further ahowed the constant absorption followed by further 

large increase at energies above about 1.0, 0.8 and 0.6 eV for 

PbS, PbSe *md PbTe accordingly. Moss (1966) on the other hand 

gave tre evidence that the values for phctoconductlve limits 

wore 0.40 (PbS), 0.26 (PbSe) and 0.31 eV (PbTe). Ch^smer and 

Putley (1961) from their Kail coefficient measurements on poly-

crystalline samples of PbTe reported A |rf » 0.62 eV. Putley 

and Arthur (1961) reported from their meaeurements on natural 

galena that for PbS, A Ff » 1.17 eV. Putley (1962) from his 

Hall coefficient study on synthetic crystals of PbS and PbTe 

reported AE g » 1.17 snd 0.63 eV respectively and from 

resistivity measurements, Al g * 1.06, 0.46 and 0.64 eV for 

PbS, PbSe and PbTe respectively. Scanlon (1963) from his Hall 

coefficient atudy on galena up to the temperature not exceeding 

r00°k concluded A E. * 0.37 eV. However Scanlon (1968} from 
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the absorption atudy on very thin c y s t a l s det- reined the 

opticfil energy gap « 0.41 aV and thermal energy gap « 0.37 aV 

for PbS. tn case of Pb£e and pbTa, 4 % , • 0.29 eV, 

A E , * 0.26 eV and ^ E- * 0.32 «V and 4E» « 0.29 aV 
*The. *o T*Th 

respectively. TJptlll now only two papera have been published 

on the investigation on the band structure of lead celts. 

Ball et al. (1963), by using cellular method determined that 

in the 110 direction in k-apace, the minimum separations 

between the valence and conduction banda vere 1.3 (vertical) 

and 0.3 aV (non-vortical)} Dimmock and Wright (1964) determined 

the band structure of PbSf pbSa and PbTe. They considered 

all the alx bands snd the form of the disposition relations) 

(K) determined by using their symmetry and £•£ perturbation 

theory. Gibson (1962) determined the rate of change for 

forbidden energy gap with temperature 4 x 10*4 aV/ & whereas 

Semenov artf Shileika (1964) determined the temperature 

coefficient of A E L due to the effect of thermal expansion 
A 6 2 

from the pressure coefficient of A Eg (-9.6 0.9) x 10" eV ox/Kg 
equal to 3.7 x 10*4 eV/°k. 

tn determining the effective Busses, the cyclotron 

resonance measurement is the most powerful method. But no 

meaaurements have been successful on the lead salts. Putley 

(1966) determined the effective masses of holes and electrons 

from his thermoelectric power measurements. According to him 

in case of PbSa, mj * ™<t/mo a n d *h * "h/m w e r # l n th* r a n«* 

0.26-0.36 st room temperature and in view of Bloem et al.(1956) 
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In ease of PbS, m* and mj r 0.26. Whereas Petrits and Scanlon 

(1965) estimated fron nobility data that s£ and % ^ o.33 

when they have considered only polar scattering. By taking 

Into account both polar as veil as acoustical scattering they 

found •* « 0.82 and aj « 0.1. In (1964) Smith has determined the 

value of \/m* .** In the ranges 0.13 - 0.21, 0.19 - 0.31 and 

0.16 - 0.27 for PbS, PbSe and PbTe respectively. Moss (1966) 

quoted fron Karfarlane's and Pineherle** data the values for 

Va£. mj of 0.34, 0.31 and 0.20 - 0.26 in ease of PbS, PbSe and 

PbTe compounds respectively. Smirnov et al. (1961) and Johnson 

(1964) have shown that the effective siass of lead family 

compounds varies as T* where 'a1 varies from 0.4 and 0.6-0.7 

respectively. Bauer (1940) fron his Hall coefficient study on 

PbSe polycrystalline samples deduced the values for carrier 

17 19 -3 
concentration of 2 x 10 - 10 cm . Eisenmann (1940) reported 

that the carrier concentrations were generally greater than 
17 ^ 

10 cm"0 and mobility in natural crystals varied from 13 to 300 

cm /volt-sec. (p-type) and 30 to 400 cn^/volt-aec. (n-type) 

though for few samples, it was 700 cm2/volt-sec. Chasaer and 

Putley (1961) have measured the mobility at temperature 77.4 and 

290°K on PbTe and reported very high values of mobilities. On 

a similar line, many workers have estimated the values of 

mobility, carrier concentration and variation of mobility with 

temperature. Putley (1962), Petrits and Scanlon (1966) and 

Smith (1964) have reported from Hall coefficient study that 

mobility in lead ehalcogenidee found to vary as f ' whereas 
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Silverman and Levinstein (1964) estimated that mobility should 

vary as T~ to l" . In 1957 Shogenji and Uchiyama from their 

Hall effect and resistivity study on p-type PbTe in the tempe

rature range liquid air to 460 K deduced that mobility varied 

•i l" . Recently Krishnamurthy and Sinha (1964) have 

theoretically deduced the mobility law /a<<T ' in case of 

lead sulphide group of semiconductors. 

As a result of the discovery of the photoconductive 

properties of these materials in the period of 1940 to 1950 

a large amount of work was carried out on these materials in 

the form of evaporated thin films which could be changed from 

n-type to p-type and vice versa by heat treatment in various 

atmospheres. Chasmer (1948) and Kolomiets (1948) showed 

independently that these layers were polycrystalline and their 

properties depended on the surface properties of the individual 

grains and also on the form of the contact between them. Many 

authors have discussed the properties of evaporated thin films. 

Particularly, photoconducting properties of PbSe films have 

been studied by Humphrey and Petritz (1967), Humphrey and 

Scanlon (1957) and Wood (1956), and lead sulphide films by 

Lummis and Petritx (1957) and Mahlman (1966). Lead telluride 

films have been studied by Silverman and Levinstein (1954) and 

by Levinstein (1956). The effect of oxygen on PbS films have 

been examined by H*j$da and Minden (1956) and on PbSe films by 

Jones (1957). They have shown that oxygen may be diffused into 

the material and extracted by heating in vacuo. The effect 
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of Og is to turn the n-type material to p-type. iroudy and 

Levenstein (1964) have discussed the high frequency behaviour 

of the PbTe films very lov mobilities in cose of thin films of 

PbSt PbSe and PbTe has been reported by Levy (1963), Jlalvorsen 

(1960). recently Schooler end 2emel (1964) reported the 

mobility values for epitaxial single crystal films of PbS, which 

corresponded to thst of bulk, Yoshici Kakino (1964) also 

determined that mobilities for PbTe films deposited on rice were 

the same as that of bulk. 

The above brief review showed that even though considera

ble work has been cerrled out on the semiconducting properties 

of ohaleogenldea of lead, very little Investigation has been 

earrle? out on the thin films, especially iseasurements on the 

semiconducting parameters, wince in many applications thin 

files of these ehslcogenide are used, It was thought worthwhile 

to mske studies on thin films. In the following a detailed 

atudy haa been made on the measurements of the semiconducting 

parameters of thin films. 

B. Experimental 

Preparation of compounds 

(a) Lead aulphlde :~ Lead nitrate waa dissolved in the 

distilled wster and then warmed. Hydrogen aulphlde gaa vaa 

paased through the solution continuously for about two hours, 

till the reaction waa complete. Lead aulphlde precipitate waa 

filtered, washed first with Hg£ water for aeveral times and then 
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with Uttl« vera distilled water till it was free froa Hoi and 
K 

finally with a littla alcohol. The precipitation thus obtained 

vaa dried in a vacuus descj&e&tor and used for evaporation. 

(b) Lead ael< aide :- Lead selenide was prepared by 

salting the two eleaents in atomic proportion (ltl) in a suitable 

silica tube. The lead used (Johnson Matthey and Co.) was of 

purity 99.99% . The selenium powder (BDH) waa of purity 99; . 

This mixture was then salted in a silica tube, first cleaned 

with boiling nitric acid and then with distilled water and 

finally with distilled alcohol and dried. Before melting the 

tube closed at one end waa evacuated till the vacuus vaa of the 
•6 

order of 10 ma of Hg. and then sealed. It waa then heated to 

about 300 C in an electric furnace for two hours then the 

teaperature was ralaed to 600°C and kept at this teaperature for 

one and half hour. Finally the teaperature vas raise' to 100C°C 

end heated at this teaperature for six hours. After the 

completion of reaction of lead snd selenium the teaperature ot 

the furnace was lover*d to 700°C then silica tube waa removed 

from the furnace and cooled suddenly by inserting in cold water. 

Lead aelenide was removed from the silica tube and used for the 

experimental purpose, taking precaution that the cuter surface 

was scrapped at first to minimise the adherent impurities. 

(c) Preparation of lead tellurlde :- Lead telluride vaa 

prepared by melting the lead and tellurium in atomic proportion 

(ltl) in a almllar way as that of lead aelenide. The maximum 

teaperature in this case vas err 1000°C. 
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C. ueaults 

Before E. .sirring the semiconducting parsmtters of the 

films namely the resistivity (v°), therisoelectric power (^jf 

Hall coefficient (hH), carrier concentration (n), nobility (/Ufj), 

the nean free path of charge carriers C^o), temperature 

coefficient of reaisUnce (TCh) etc, for different samples, a 

fev preliminary experiments were made to see the effects of soise 

of the variables with evaporation conditions, such as, the 

rate of deposition, file thickness, the stress of files as 

deposited on the glass substrates etc. on the resistance of the 

file, since the measurements of the different parse tare have 

to be repeatable and there should be consistency of the results, 

the effects of the evaporating conditions on the filas properties 

were minimised by appropriate methods. It is of interest to 

cention here that the resistance dropped aaymptodically with 

thickness, ultimately becoming nearly constant, the 1 licit of 

which depends upon the evaporation conditions as well as on the 

materlala. For very low thicknesses the resistances of the 

files were enormously high, falling steeply with slight increase 

of thickness. Xhis characteristic of the resistance was, however, 

preaent in almost sll thecaaea. Even though they did not lie 

exactly on the earn curve. 

It haa also been found that with the change of rate of 

evaporation the slope of the curve for the variation of resistance 

with the reciprocal of the thickness, changed considerably. 
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In figure P, the graph* 1 and 2 are respectively far low and high 

rate of evaporation of PbTe. Xh© change of slop© is seen luit© 

clearly in the two cu ves. It is well known that a thin film has 

a tendency to evaporate at anion low temperature than that for 

bulk. In order to see the effect of temperature on the evapora

tion of the film (materiel), initially resistance measurements 

were carried out with increase of temperature in vacuo in all 

cases. The figure 3a shows the change of log A with T for PbTe 

film. It Is s«en that the resistance decreased continuously 

with the increase of temperature. The temperature region in 

which the resistance became minimm and on further increase of 

temperature the resistance instead of falling, increased suddenly 

anB became infinite. This temperature region has already been 

termed as the temperature of discontinuity (Td) by Goswsmi end 

Jog (1964). This effect is no doubt due to the breakdown of the 

film between the two electrodes. If, however, the film was 

heated to maximum temperature below this temperature of disconti

nuity, the resistance measurements were repeatable as seen from 

the fig.3b, even when repeated for five or six times. A little 

hysteresis type of loop was observed between the heating ®n& 

cooling cycles which could be avoided by better control of 

temperature during the measurements. 

In order to remove the stress often noticed in the 

deposited films, the specimens were annealed at suitable tempera

tures well below the T* temperature in vacuo as was found out 
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before, sometimes samples became annealed simply by slowly rais

ing the temperature and later on cooling it to room temperature 

alao In vacuo. 

(1) Healstlvlty and activation energy 

Lead aulphide fllma i- The resist**nee for the different 

ssaples was measured with Increase of temperature in vacuo end 

log B yj l/T eurvea were plotted for different heating end 

cooling cycles. The nature of the curve for log a VJJ l/T la 
o 

ahown in fig.4 for a typical film of thickness 26,000 A . It 

la aeen that lr»g a at fir at Increased with increase of tempera

ture up to 136°C, then decreased continuoualy with further rise 

of temperature, tt indicates that the conductivity was increased 

with the rise of temperature. On cooling resistance continued 

to increase closely following the heating curve up to about 

136°C and continued again to riae but with a different slope 

with the falling of temperature, unlike the Initial portion of 

the heating curve (A). If resistance measurements were again 

continued for heating followed by cooling cycles, these curves 

followed mostly the seise path. Often the hysteresis type of 

loop wss observed between heating and cooling curves and thia 

could be minimised by a better control of the tenperature. 

It can be aeen that the curve had two different slopes 

at two dif erent reglona via. h and C. The region A correspond

ing to the temperature range 30-120°C in the first atag*- of 

heating* B, 126-20C°C«, end C, 30 • 136°C for subsequent heating 
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and cooling cycles, it Is possible to meaaure the activation 

energy ( A E ) from the linear portiona of the curve, aither 

fro» reaiativlty ( f ) or raaiatance <H) I.e. 

P « 'o exp.(AE/2kT) (39) 

R. L^Li * P0 axp.(AF/2kT) 

H « AQ axp.(AV2kT) 

P I where % a ' 0 x ^ intt « inf^ B/2kl 
0 A ** 

lniv - lniu 
Therefore A E « » gk . . . . . (40; 

1/T 

The value of (AE) in the region B and C are neerly about 1.46 

and 0.6 eV reapectively for a film of thickness S6,000 £. The 

f i g . 4 also shows the different log H VJJ 1/T cuvea for 

different film thicknesses and the table No.l ahows corresponding 

act ivat ion energy ( ^ ? ) values in B and C regions. It i s 

interest ing to note that curve has two distant alopaa at b and C 

regions. The slope at lower temperature region aeema to be 

associated with the impurities ef fects cauaed by defects or 

f su i t s in the structure, whereas the higher velue at b higher 

temperature region, no doubt, energy bend gap associated with 

Increase of electron-hole paira for intr ins ic region. Another 

important feature of the activation energy value la that though 

the thicker films had more or l e s s seme A £ and i t slowly 

increased by decrease of "lira thickness. 



Pi ia 
No. 

1 . 

2 . 

3 . 

4 . 

TABU - 1 

L&D SULPHIDE 

Thickness 

3 ,100 

7,360 

19,420 

26,000 

in 
B region 

1.684 

1.693 

1.660 

1.478 

(A E) eV 
In 

C region 

0.660 

0.692 

0.660 

0.636 

TABLE - 2 

LFAD mtoatDE 

F i l l Film i c t l v t t l o n 
fro. thickness cmergy ( A ! ; 

« eV 

A 
(slow 
r&te of 
evspors-
- t ion) 

B 
(high 
rate of 
SB8E-

1,678 

2,086 

2,920 
3,760 

8,300 

12,000 

8,460 

10,260 
16,700 

0.440 

0.436 

0.420 
0.4X1 

0.380 

0.370 

0.332 

0.323 
0.226 

FlQ 
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The nature of the curve at (A) is peculiar since resistance 

increased with temperature instead of being lower. This did not 

conform with the semiconducting behaviour of the PbS files. It 

was found that this peculiar effect was due to the superimposi

tion of other effects on the seelconducting layers. This was 

borne out by the following experiments. Hasting of the films 

in vacuo or keeping the film under dynamical vacuus for anise 

time, howev rf modified the nature of the curve as shown for 

the file of thickness 26,000 k (fig.4) tending to hC portion. 

If, however, the films were allowed to come in contact with air 

for ao®e tiee after cooling in vacuo, the curve again tend to 

follow the path A, The atartlng position sight be anywhere 

between A and • depending upon the tlae of exposure to air* Ihetr • 

experiments clearly indicated that adsorption of sir by the films 

caused this so called Increase in resistance with temperature. 

Lead selenide films i- Lead selenide films were annealed 

at about 3£6°C in vacuo below the lfl temperature ( 360°C) 

determined in usual way as described before. The resistance 
o o 

measurements were made between the temperature range -16 to 300 C. 

A typical graph 6, shows the vsriation of log R with the reciprocal 

of the absolute temperature. The resistance was often found to 

Increase continuously with the rise of temperatore, from roo& 

temperature to 126°-200°C, depending upon the thickness of the 

film} ss was observed in case of lead sulphide films during the 

initial heating period. With further rise of temperature, however, 
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the usual curves for seniconducting material lowering of 

resistance with Increase of temperature were again observed. The 

cooling curve (log B XM. 1/T), however, did not follow the previous 

Cheating) path throughout the tempersture range. A large 

hysteresis type loop was observed between heating and cooling 

cycles even when the temperature was controlled, in a tempere-

ture range 30-226 C, though at higher temperatures ( » 260) 

hysteresis type loop was not appreciable. During the cooling 

process, the resistance was found to increase throughout the 

temperature rsnge studied i.e. 326°- 3C°C On second heating 

without exposing the film to the atmosphere, the resistance 

decreased and rose a little and again decreased with further 

rise of temperature. Above 136°-200°C, the curve followed the 

previoua heating path and cooling curve followed lta original 

path. However, it was again confirmed as in the case of PbS 

films that the initial portion (A) of the cu ve did not represent 

the characteristics and behaviour of the material but to some 

adsorption effects, namely, physical and chemical of the PbSe 

films and hence could be removed by heating in vacuum or keeping 

the films under vacuo for a longer period. The curvea 

(log 8 yj, 1/1) in the low temperature region were not exactly 

linear and hence the activation energy varied continuously. The 

fig.6 shows the variation of log xt T, when the meaaurementa 

were carried out after an Interval of £4 hours. 

The activation energlea for different flln thlcknessea 

were calculated from the alope of the curvea (log » vf 1/T) in 
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the fig.6, at high temperature range, where the curves were 

nearly linear. It was found to wnry from 0.7 to 0.9 eV for the 

films of different thicknesses varying fro* 60,000 A0 to 1,000 A0. 

It was also noticed that the activation en rgy Increased with 

the decrease of the film thickness, as was observed in case of 

lead sulphide files. 

jead tellurlde flists J- The temperature of discontinuity 

for PbTe films was found out to he about (roo°C) and the annesl-

ing was carried out at temperature c£ 176°C. The resistance 

Measurements were Bade froia -12° to 160°C in the usual way. 

Typical curves (fig.7) show the variation of log * vj 1/1 for 

different film thicknesses. It is of interest to see that unlike 

the cases for PbS and PbSet there was no adsorption effect es 

could be seen from the continuous decrease of resistance with 

the rise of temperature throughout the temperature range studied. 

The activation energy calculated from the slope of these curves 

for different films was found to vary from 0.2 to 0.44 eV depend

ing upon the thickness of the film as seen from the table No.2. 

In this case also the activation energy was found to be a little 

higher for lower film thicknesses. 

(il) Thermoelectric pover 

Lead sulphide films i- Films prepared, annealed etc. as 

before were subjected for the thermoelectric power messurements. 

This was done by creating a continuous and uniform temperature 

%rad lent along the length of the specimens with the help of the 
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mlcroheater attached to the one end of the asmrle holder. The 

temperature waa noted at three pointa via. at two ends as well 

ea at the middle of the film, with the help of the ehromel-

aluaiel thermocouple to aee the uniformity of the temperature 

gradient. The thermal e.m.f. thua created waa ateaaured potentio-

metrlcally. 

Using the algn conventlona aa deaerlbed In the previous 

chapter for the type of the conductivity, moat of the lead 

sulphide flics were found to be 'p' type, i.e. the conduction 

la mainly due to the free holes. Typical curves for thermal 

e.B.f. 21 temperature difference between ends are shown In 

flg.8, which indicate that the thermal e.m.f. increased conti

nuously with the rise of temperature difference between the 

two ends up to 130 - 176 C depending upon the thickness of the 

film. Above this temperature the thermal e.m.f. for PbS auddenly 

decreaaed and at about 130°«200°C became aero; finally at still 

higher temperature thermal e.m.f. changed its sign aa the 

termlnala were interchanged, tilth further Increase of tempera

ture up to the maximum temperature of our experiment, the thermal 

e.m.f. continued with ita new sign. During the cooling process 

the curve 1* followed a slightly different path, though alcilar 

in nature to that of the heating cycle. It la of Interest to 

state here that the corresponding valuea of the thermal e.mf on 

the cooling curve were alightly smaller than theae obtained 

during the heatln cycle. However the samples were heated below 

the temperature corresponding to the maximum th rmal e.m.f. 

the heating and cooling curvea followed the aamo path, though 
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though a little hysteresis type loop was observed which can be 

minimised by a better control of the temperature. If, however, 

maximum temperature of the hot end vaa raiaed to the inveraion 

temperature, the thereal e.m.fs measured during cooling had 

much anaHer veluea aa plotted in fig,8. It la seen here that 

the cooling curve followed a different path but similar to that 

of he? ting curve aa mentioned before. The hot end of the sample 

had to be cooled to a low temperature before any other informa

tion could be obtained. It la interesting to mention that the 

temperature corresponding to the maximum thermal e.m.f. shifted 

to the high temperature side as the thickness of the film 

decreased. The fig.9 shows the oo responding thermoelectric 

power in different temperature regions. Fror. the above figure 

it can be seen that the thermoelectric power Increased alcvly 

with temperature and decreased to aero and finally became 

negative at higher temperatures. The change of -V<£to - oC was 

often restored back after cooling the sample. The feature of 

change of positive thermoelectric power to negative with the 

rise of temperature is a peculiar one, similar to that of change 

of aign of aC , with the change of sign of charge carriers, as 

reported by many workers in case of other semiconductors. Since 

in the present case no intentional impurities were introduced 

into the sample, change of sign of «< waa, no doubt, due to the 

temperature effect. Since cerrler concentration is a 

characteristic of ssmple it appears that the change of sign is 

linked with the mobility of the carriers which is generally 
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affected by the temperature. The thermoelectric powtsr became 

maximum at about 135°-200°C depending upon the thickness of 

the film. It la Inter* sting to mention here that the maximum 

value of thermoelectric power corresponded with the maximum 

value of the resistance as found in the Initial heating process 

during the resistance measurements, tn the present investiga

tion, it was noticed that with the decrease of the film thick

ness, the maximum value of the thermoelectric power occurred at 

higher temperature and also the point of inversion ahifted to 

higher temperature side. 

It is also noteworthy to state here that after the 

inversion point, the thermoelectric power showed n-type behaviour. 

One important feature about the cold junction temperature we a 

that the maximum value of the thermal e.c.f. dropped down as 

the cold end temperature was increased and the point of inversion 

shifted slightly to the lower temperature side aa shown in fig.8. 

This observation suggested that when the difference of tempera

ture between two ends was high, the carrier concentration 

gradient may occur and thereby the values of the thermal e.m.f. 

and the point of inveraion were af acted. The change of tbermo-

electric power with temperature in the range 30°- 160 C in which 

practically no hyatereais type of loop waa observed between 

heating and cooling cycles for different film thicknesses is 

shown in fig.9a. 

Thermoelectric power was also studied by using the 

differential method, in which a small constant temperature 
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gradient along the staple was created with the help of *n out-

aid© furnace and alao by using the alcroheaters whatever the 

eaae night be, rom the typical curves for thermoelectric power 

with the seen temperature9 it could be seen that the curves were 

of sl&ilar nature as diacussed previously, however, the point of 

maximum thermoelectric power and the point of inversion were 

slightly shifted to low temperature side, for the same thickness 

of the film. 

Lead aclenlde films i- Thermoelectric power («*) in this 

case is measured by both the methods namely 'Integral' and 

'Differential' as discussed in case of lead sulphide films. 

The measurements ot thermal e.m,f, with the temperature 

showed that the thermal e.a.f. increased with the rise of 

temperature difference between the two ends, up to 135- 176 C 

depending upon the thickness of the film. Above this tempera

ture It was slowly decreasing and reached to zero value and 

finally on further rise of temperature, the thermal e.m.f. 

became negative* At a still higher temperature, thermal e.&.f. 

further increased with its new sign. Though the curve followed 

a different path on cooling the sample, the nature of it waa 

similar to that of the heating curve. The fig,9 also shows the 

v. riation of thermoelectric power with temperature. The general 

behaviour of the thermoelectric power with temperature was 

similar to that of p-type i'bS films. The fig.10 shows the 

measurement of thermoelectric power for films of varying thickness 

carried out below the temperature corresponding to the maximum 
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thermoelectric power observed, the heating and cooling curvet 

followed more or lees the ease path, though e little hysteresis 

type of loop was observed. This could be rerjoved by a better 

control of the temperature. It can again be seen that the 

values of thermoelectric power were higher for the lover filns 

thickness st the corresponding temperatures and also the point 

of inversion had higher values. ly studying the sasie films by 

differential taethod, it was observed thst the general behaviour 

of thermoelectric power with temperature was sir. 11?r as discussed 

in the previous chapter except that the corresponding values of 

thermoelectric power were slightly smaller thsn those observed 

by Integral isethod* This difference suggests that the carrier 

concentration gradient had a considerable effect on the thermo

electric power as due to the high tenperaturc difference 

between the two ends, there might be non-equlllbrlua distribution 

of charge carriers, frost simultaneous amasureamnt of resistance 

end thermoelectric power it was found that the sexisms value of 

thermoelectric power corresponded the naxlsruB value of the 

resistance. It may be pointed out here that all the PbSe filos 

were found to be of p-type only. 

Lead tellurlde films :- Lead telluride filsia prepared, 

annealed etc. were subjected to the therooelectric power seasure-

•ents, both by differential and Integral aethoda. Frost the 

variation of thercal e.n.f. with the temperature of the hot end, 

it can be seen that thermal e.B.f. increased continuously with 
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the rise of temperature. Unlike lead sulphide and lead eelenide 

the thermal a.m.f. did not decrease over the temper&ture range 
o o 

-16 to 160 C even for thicker films. The figure 11 shows the 

variation of thermoelectric power (°C) vlth temperature for 

different lead tellurlde films. It can be seen from the above 

results that <*. Initially increased slowly and then had a tendency 

to be practically constant and at a still higher range of tempo-

rsture it had s little decreasing tendency. It la interesting 

to note here that like resistivity, <A bed higher values for 

thinner films compared to that for thicker films and vice versa. 

It may be polntod out here that measurements of c< by integral 

method yielded values a little higher than by the differential 

method. All the samples were found to be ,p* type. 

C11A) Temperature coef lclent of resistance (ICJJ) 

Lead sulphide, lead selenide and |eed telluridr flips ;-

In the previous section the results on the measurements of 

resistivity, activation energy and thermoelectric power were 

shown. Another parameter of equal interest la the temperature 

coefficient of resistance (TCH) which is defined as the change 

in resistance per unit resist nee per degree change In tempera-
1 dk 

ture i.e. TCR » ~zT" :•»""» where R la the mean resistance at 

temperature Jt—i£ where dT * Tg- T. and dk * ^"^i 8 n d 

ti m ,„• it the resistance measurements at different temperstures 

for PbS, PbSe and PbTe were made in the usual way. Using the 

previous relation, the values of TCH at different temperatures 
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were thon calculated, the results are tabulated In a table No.4. 

The figure 12 above the variation of TCH with temperature for 

PbS, ifcSe and PbTe compounds plotted on a l inear sca le . It la 

Interesting to note here that a l l the samples had a negative 

temperature coeff ic ient over the temperstur* range studied, 

particularly for PbTe and PbS. In case of PbSe a positive 

temperature coeff ic ient of resistance was observed below 136°-£00°C 

depending upon the thickness of the file-. It has already been 

pointed out In the previous section that the adsorption efrecta 

vert present in thin films of PbS and -JbSe and more predominant 

i n the l a t t e r . The TCH of PbS and PbSe vaa measured only at 

high temperature region. The f i g . l c ahovs that the negative TCH 

for PbS, PbSe and PbTe reaching a maximum value with the r i se of 

temperature* With a further increase In temperature TCH attained 

I t s maximum negative v l u e for each film and then increased 

alovly with rlae of temperature and f inal ly became nearly constant. 

The maximum end minimum valuea of TCR in the curves TCH XSL 

temperature appeared to be dependent upon the rate of deposition, 

morphology of the deposit and conditions of deposition. 

( i v ) Keen free path 

The mean free paths for PbS, Pb a and PbTe compounds were 

calculated from the r e s i s t i v i t y tseaaurementa at different 

temperatures for the films of different thickness prepared under 

the same conditions of evaporation. 

f) 
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tt has been already shown that the »ean free path could 

be calculated from the relation as ehovn in the chapter .'<o.l. 

where d la tH.e thlckneaa of the film, p la the realatlvlty 

of the filai, Xo is the mean free path of the charge carriers, 

4c la the realatlvlty of the bulk aateriel having the aane 

structure and aame number of defecta approximately aa that of 

fllaa. 

The flga. 13 and 14 ahow the variation of f.6 with 

lncreaae of d for PbTe and PbSe. It can be e*en that the 

product of /°.d lncreaaed with the lncreaae of thicknees for 

the above three filaa. The curvea were practically straight 

lines with constant slope staking lntercepta on the / .d axis. 

These curvea hence could be repreaented in the fore of equation 

y a an + c where c la the conatant tern. It can be aeen fron 

the above relatione that the slope of the curve gave the value 

of /oo and the Intercept on the A d axis gives the value of 

i ^ • '<*>• The value of Bean free path at different temperatures 

for the load chaleogenidea was thua calculated and the results 

•re tabulated In table No.6 for PbSe and PbTe. 

It is also poaalble to calculate aobility i/a) from the 

nean free path by using an expreaslon baaed on Lorents-Sonsmerfeld 

theory, 

« a * * ° —,. cpg/vol t. aec 
r 22b \/g1i»*kT 
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where the symbol* have their usual meaning. The fig.15 shows 

the variation of log 40 vs. log T especially for PbTe. t t can 

be 999ti from the f ig . 16 that the mean free path waa found to 

decrease continuoualy with Increase of temperature in both the 

eaaes v i s . the curves (log Z> yjfc log T) had negative slopes, 

•specially for PbTe, i t waa -2.45 and for Pbee, -4 .00 . Assuming, 

that the effective mass of charge carriers la equal to the free 

electron mass, independent of temperature, 

-'- Of! - 4 fi 

for lead tellurlde, yuctT m9V and for lead aelenide fi<*T . 

The higher value of the power of I for lead selenlde films, will 

be discussed later on in detail. 

(v) Oxidation of lead aulphlde films 

Effect of oxidation >- Oxidation of lead aulphlde fllaia 

was also atudled to some extent, since auch films are being used 

in many devices. PbS films were oxidised at different tempera

tures under controlled pressure varying from atmospheric to 0.4 ma 

Bg in a temperature range 80°- 200°C. These oxidised Jilts were 

subjected to resistance and thermoelectric power measurements In 

usual way. The fig. 16 ahova the variation of log a yjt 1/T for 

films) curve (A) for unoxidised »p« type and (fc) for oxidised 

film which was also #p* type. The resistance of the film after 

oxidation waa found to increase by two or three orders of 

magnitudes. It can also be seen that the adsorption effect 
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became more pronounced after oxidetIon though the general nature 

of the curve vaa alttHar to unoxldised samples. l"he other 

features of the curve during f i r s t heating and subsequent cooling 

end so on were s in i lar to those observed for unoxldised PbS films. 

Higher vaa the temperature of oxidation, higher was the resistance 

and so a lso was the r e s i s t i v i t y . Further If the sample was 

oxidised s t temperature about 200°C, features of the curves wsrt? 

quite different from those of unoxldised PbS fi lms, no doubt, 

due to the formation of oxide or sulphate layers , Activation 

energy was only s l i ght ly higher than these for unoxldised f i lms. 

The oxidised films at different temperatures were also sub4«cted 

to the thermoelectric power measurements. The f ig .17 shows the 

variation of thermal e.m.f. with temperature for the films [ox\4i*&\i 

-tin oxidised Jut different tempers turee. t t can be seen that the 

magnitude of thermoelectric power increased with the increase of 

oxidis ing tempemtugtt. It i s interesting to point out here 

that no decreasing tendency of the therraal e.m.f. was observed 

up to the maximum temperature of our experiment for the film 

heated in a ir at about 300°C. Tt wsa noted that the oxidised 

film did not show the existence of the inversion temperature 

within the temperature range studied. All the p-type films 

showed same type of conductivity even though they wer< oxidised 

at higher temperatures. 
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(*U Ooplng of Ic-dlns In lead sulphide 

and Lead Tellurlde Film *-

It Is well known that properties of a semiconductor can 

be altered by impurity doping in the host lattice. As a result, 

the charge carrier number, and hence the electrical properties, 

the type of the conductivity, the Been free path, mobility, 

thermal conductivity and such other properties are generally 

effected. PbS and ibTe films were doped with Iodine to see its 

effect on semiconducting properties. 

Doping method 

?bS and PbXe films deposited on glass substrates by 

vacuum evaporation technique were kept in iodine vapour atmos

phere for lO-li1 hours in a desiccator. In order to have uniform 

diffusion of iodine (vapours), the films were heated at about 

300°C about one and half hours in vacuo ( cr 10 mm &*; at a 

temperature below the Ig so that no evaporation of the film took 

place. The colour of the films wes found to chsnge from blackish 

to reddish. Tht resistance was ound to Increase by two or 

three orders In magnitude 

ealstlvlty and activation energy 

The iodine doped lead sulphide and lead tellurite films 

were then subjected to the resistance measurements at different 

temperatures in the usu 1 wsy. 
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The curves log R JJ 1/T were plotted for iodine doped 

end undoped flirt (flg#18). It Is seen thet the resistance 

decreased continuously over the tempereture renge studied vis. 

30 -300 C. The ourve (log B vs. 1/T) changed its slope st 

shout 130°- 160 C depending upon the thickness of the film. At 

higher temperatures, a steep fall of resistance was observed 

up to the maximum temperature 300 C. While cooling the curve 

followed wore or less the same path over the temperature range 

300°»150°C and then changed its slope, slightly higher than thst 

of observed in the initial heating cycle* on continuous measure* 

Bents, the heating and cooling curves followed the sazr<e new pat* 

obtained during the initial cooling. It is interesting to note 

here that the initial portion U ) as shown in fig.18 for undoped 

ila, was absent in the present case. The resistance was also 

neaaured at room temperature in air ineaedlately after the above 

rceaaur assents. It wes noticed that the adsorption effect was 

considerably minimised. The activation energy was calculated in 

two regiona of the tcaperetures. Similar results of shifting 

of the teaporature at which the maximum thermoelectric power was 

occurred, were <lso obtained in the present case. Iodine doped 

lead tellurlde filsja w*re also subjected to resistance and 

thermoelectric power measurements. The fig.19 shows the variation 

of log ft vj. 1/T for different t»b?e films of varying thicknesses. 

It can be seen that the value at the activation energy was 

slightly higher in the present case as compered to the undoped 

PbTe films of approximately acme thlckneas. 
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The thermoelectric power men aurernent showed that the 

corresponding values were sl igt t l y higher than those for undoped 

f i lms. I lg . fO ehowa the variation of there ©electric power at 

different tempersturea for a doped and undoped lead te l lurlde 

f i l e a of nearly sane thicknesses. The general nature of the 

curve (oCxg temperature) was sliallar In both the ceees except 

their corresponding values, were s l ight ly dif ferent . 

( v l l ) Rail coeff ic ient (HH) and mobility (/aH) 

Kxperiments were also carried out to find out the Kail 

mobility {/*#) which la the product of ?S»11 coeff ic ient (*iH) 

and conductivity ( <$ ) on filtsa depoalted at different substrate 

tenperaturea by measuring Hall coeff ic ient and conductivity of 

the samples in a Banner described by Deokar and Ooswael (1965). 

Table No.6 shows HK, <f , and ja for different films prepared 

a t different substrate temperatures, more or less under the 

sane deposition conditions. It la c learly seen that higher 

substrate temperaturea favoured higher mobility </uH) in a l l 

eases mostly through the conductivity factor which was 

invariably higher with higher aubatrate temperatures. 

Electron diffraction patterna were a lso taken from the 

deposits before end after measurements. There was practical ly 

no change in the patterna. The typical patterns for PbtS, 

end PbSe are shown in f i g s . 21, and 22. 



TABLE - 6 

Substrate Fil« % <*" /"H 
teapera- thick- <oa3/coulottb) <ota - x c«- l ) (ca 2 /vol t * e c 
tur« °c n«a« 

SO 43,700 1.820 6.910 12.68 

32,000 1.748 6.126 10.07 

£2,500 1.614 6.690 9.20 

14,760 1.692 6.166 8.20 

7,600 1.472 8.960 6.83 

UO 46,200 2.010 13.000 26.13 

36,100 1.930 12.200 23.68 

27,600 1.760 10.700 18.71 

12,400 1.620 9.300 16.07 

9,300 1.680 8.010 12.67 

160 66,000 2.306 18.700 43.07 

37,730 2.270 16.76 36.76 

23,420 2,079 14.96 31.00 

12,800 1.767 13.08 23.00 

6,970 1.634 12.96 19.90 
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D, Discussion 

Resistivity and activation energy 

It Is known that the electrical resistance of metala la 

••inly dua to tha imperfections in their lattices (lloch, 1928). 

In caaa of macroscopic metals tha electrical raaistance appears 

a a a result of tha acat taring of electrons by thermal vibrations 

of lattice and also lattice defects such as missing atons, 

Interstitial* impurity atoms etc. The resistance- ean therefore 

be divided into two parts (a) Ideal part, strongly dependent on 

tha amplitude of thermal vibration of tha ions and hence 

etrongly on temperature and (b) called "residual" resistance, 

strongly dependent on the lattice defects but independent of 

temperature as long ss annealing effect la not taken into account. 

According to Matthlessen's rule, 

/* a /> + /° 
total ideal residual 

when annealing of lattice defects Is carried out, an irreversible 

change of resistance takes place. Thomson (1901) and twann 

(1914) introduced the concept of the effect of thickness on the 

mean free path in estimating resistivities of ©etal thin films. 

They auggeated that the resistivity would be higher for the 

films having thicknesses lower than the m**an free path and above 

that the resistivity would correspond to the bulk resistivity. 

The total resistance in caaa of fil«s is given by 

total * 'ideal + 'residual + thlcknaaa. 
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According to Newgebauer and Webb (1962) thickness it greatly 

depended upon the island else and distance between then. 

These factors are often depended upon the nature of substrate, 

ita temperature, geoaetry of the substrates with reapect to 

the source of vepour and soaetlnes also the distance between 

the substrate and source during the deposition of the fllaa. 

Thickness dependent part r sjr be considered to consist of 

* + n + d where a is due to else effects, n la due to island 

else and d la due to distance between islands (Shah and Naik, 

1964). 

In the vacuum deposited fllna thore is often a high 

density of defects, such as dislocations, stacking faults, 

•icrotwlns etc. as reported by etany workers (Paahley, 1959) 

Hathew, 1969{ Phillips, 1960) and these will no doubt affect 

the resistivity. The snail grain else and adsorption of gasea 

will also produce high concentration of defects and scattering 

centers. 

The resistivity for all the lead sulphide, lead selenlde 

and lead telluride films investigated ranged frore 1 to 0.5 oho-em. 

It was found to Increase with the <i9Grmmu9 of the file thickness 

and the rate of evaporation. From the flg.S it can be sven 

Clearly that the curves h**d two distinct different alopes. The 

curve corresponding to low rate of evaporation had higher slope 

than that for higher rate. This suggests that the file of 

similar thickness prepared under the condition of dif erent 
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rates of deposition had a different structure as for as the 

porosity, number of defects etc. were concerned. Sennett 

and Scott (1960) In their study on thin metallic films 

observed a similar behaviour of resistivity of films with rate 

of deposition. Levinstein (1949) pointed out the connection 

between the structure of the film and phenomena of critical 

density of conduction on which the resistivity of the film 

depends. Presence of residual gases produce more porous and 

disordered films. The relation between the size of the lslanda 

and number of impinging atoms has been given by Neugeb&uer 

(1964), -|~— <0j 2£I < 0} where r* Is the critical 
oft $ n 4-

rsdlus of an aggregate, A F* la the free energy of formation 

of auch an aggregate of critical size and H± is the number of 

impinging stoma. Prom the above relation It can be aeen that 

with the Increase of deposition rate the Islands of smaller 

size will be formed and also the rate of formation of smaller 

islands will be higher. This shows that In case of high rate 

of evaporation a contlnuoua film will be formed at lower film 

thicknees reaultlng in lower resistivity. Our experimental 

results also corroborate this conclusion. Though the 

conductivity of metal depends more on the mean tT9« path, in 

ease of semiconductors, it depends more on the csrrier concen

tration. In the present Investigation particularly for lead 

telluride films, the slae effect is not an important factor 

on the conduction mechanism aince the film thicknesses were 

much higher than the mean free path of charge carriers. 
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*B *U the three cosspounds studied, the temper©ture of 

dlaconttiittlty vet found to be ouch ©ore lower then the Belting 

points of Lh9 eorreaponding bulk materials. The eve pore tion 

of f i lms/ a t l o w # r temperature then those of the bulk cen be 

explained 4R ^ ^ following way: In case of film etate the 

surface to voJlIBie r i t i o of the material la very high and conse

quently there w ^ u ^ h l g h totel aurface energy. This will 

reault in the •g«"f#g6tea of becoming less stable and leading 

to » higher vapour ^ r # r s a r © then fros the corresponding bulk 

materiel, this wil l ^ doubt result in evaporation of the 

f i l a at lower temperature. 

The seasuremente of the resistance above room tempera

ture up to a temperature well below thw» t, temperature ahowed 

that the in i t ia l rapid fa l l in resistance m^ght be due to the 

annealing out of the sore of the defects. The r**«4«i%ncc 
'V 

measurement during the in i t ia l heating process particularly* ~ 

for PbS and PbSe above room temperature showed an incree&a of 

resistance with the rise of temperature up to 130-176°C 

depending upon the thickness of the film and above thla tempe

rature a fa l l in res ist iv i ty with rise In tempersture. Luring 

aubaequent heating and cooling the rise in realstance observed 

in i t i a l l y this appeara especially for PbS films. This in i t ia l 

behaviour la no doubt very peculiar* It haa been confirmed 

that this behaviour was due to the adsorption phenomena which 

could be removed by heat treatment or keeping the film under 
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dynamical vacuus. Lead sulphide film on subsequent heating 

and cooling showed semiconducting bahaviour Tie, dacreaae of 

raalatanca with inert asa of temperature throughout tha 

temperature rang© atudiad indicating thereby the creation of 

electron-hole pairs viz. an intrinaic behaviour. roe the 

fig.4 it can be concluded that Pbi> filma ahowed extrinaic 

behaviour with AE S 0.6 eV, below 130°-176°C. The value of 

A E la, no doubt, depending alao on the defeota aaaocieted 

with deposited film in addition to iapurity effect. The 

initial slow fall of resiatanca with inereaee of tempersture 

•ay be due to tha effect of soae of the impurities which 

further ionised with the rise of temperature. It seems froa 

the fig ,4 that above 130°-176°C the nuaber of electrona in 

the conduction band and nuaber of holes left behind in the 

valence band ware coaparatlvaly higher than tha holes supplied 

froa iapurity atoms and aa a reeult tha affect of dacreaae of 

mobility due to tha iapurity scattering and defecta waa 

avaaped out leading to an incre* ae in electrical conductivity, 

in tunneling trsnsalsslon coefficient with riaa of temperature 

as pointed out by Neugebsuer (1962). 

In case of PbSe films, tha resistance after initial 

heating was found to increaae a little and then decreaaed with 

tha riae of teaperature. This Increase in realatanee alght be 

due to the presence of soae adsorption (chemical or physical 

or both) effect which aight not be removed by vacuum and 

heat treataent. 
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Similar eort of variation in reaistance with tempera

ture in thia temperature ranga was alao obaervod by Rirahara 

and rurakami (1964) in eaaa of p-typc of lead aelenide aingla 

cryatal hawing 0.3; excesa of aelenium. But the cauae eeema 

to be different froai the one mentioned above. In case of 

bulk material, thia behaviour nay be Interpreted aa the 

effect of the scattering due to the lattice vibrations and 

impurity centers, since the carrier concentration aa&umed to 

be constant ov* r the temperature range i.e. 30°-176°C. For 

lead tellurlde films, no such behaviour was obaerved at all 

over the temperature range atudied. 

It haa already been mentioned in our results that the 

activation energy measured for different films of varying 

thickness was higher for thinner filma than bulk and vice 

versa. As already been discussed, the activation energy 

greatly dependa on the ialand structure of the film. But In 

real filma we have not only to consider the island structure 

form during the initial stage of the growth of the film but 

also to take into account other features, namely the gradual 

increase in the also of islands and their final merging to 

one another with the formation of innumerable dlacontlnuties 

and eventually developing high aurface aaperitles depending 

upon the evaporation conditions when the thickness of the 

film wss high. These factora, it la believed, will alao 

considerably affect the activation energy. The alight decreeae 
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decrease of activation energy with the Increase of file thick

ness can be interpreted by the fact that the mean atonic 

spacing decreases with increasing thickness. 

The expression for conductivity in thin metallic films 

given by Neugebau<r can be further isproved for semiconducting 

f lies introducing the exponential term in equation 0.5" , since 

the carrier concentration increases exponentially with the 

rise of temperature provided the energy required to create 

electron-hole pelra ahould not be more then few kT. Ihe conduct

ivity for thin semiconducting films is, 

<T: A*e*p. 1 - f l i y g +djkL±*h \ (41) 
( h 2kT 5 

The meaeured value from the curve log H yj| 1/T will correspond 

to A B « [ 8ee/6r + AEg ) . 

Temperature coefficient of resistance 

The preaent study on *b3t Pb5e and PbTe showed negative 

temperature coefficient of resistance. The negative maxima and 

minima were observed in almost ell of the films studied. The 

TCU varies from -0.7 x ID"2 to -1.16 x 10"2. The maxima and 

minics could be explained easily on the Island atructure model. 

According to them TCH ia given by the relation, 

djd), [ 4T» V2W 1 \ . C (42) 
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£ • /fY 4- AE 
where C * — ~ r g end the other ayabols hsve their 

2k 

usuel aliening, Since with the increase of teaperature the 

distance between island goes on decreasing end therefore 

the tern d(d)/dT oust have a negative s ign. Therefore the 

f inal expression for TCR w i l l be 

( ) 

dT | »» + ~r r t 

In the lower temperature region, the contribution froa the 

f i r s t tern w i l l be negl ig ible end the aaln contribution wi l l 

be only froa C/T2. At about 40°-60°C for PbTe, the distance 

between islands night be decreaalng and thereby the resistance 

o f the f l l a decreased rapidly resulting in higher negetlve 

Vflues of TCH with Increase of temperature. The contribution 

to TCh was as inly froa the f i r s t tern in equation No.43. k% 

s t i l l higher teaperstures only the term aight be e f fect ive . 

Thermoelectric power 

Aa mentioned in the re su l t s , the thermoelectric power 

at room teapernture for a l l the lead f s a l l y eoapound f l laa was 

found to be pos i t ive , Tt la possible that the p-type 

characterlatic aight be due to the excess of S, Se and Te in 

PbSt PbSe and PbTe reapectively, Fltenberger (lw42) showed 

ths t excess of IS In Pbfi would lead to p-type eharacterlst lca. 

In energy band representation, the exeeaa of aulphur atom 

Induces an acceptor level very cloae to the upper edge of the 

valence band. 
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The equation for thermoelectric power In cese of p-type 

of carrier* can be obtained by putting n • 0 in equation 2-9 . 

It it well known that the poaition of the Fermi level dependa 

upon the concentration and type of the impurities. In the 

prcaent case, it will lie belov the middle of the forbidden 

energy band, with the increase of temperature Fermi level 

will riae towards the middle of the forbidden energy grp *nd 

at certain temperature depending upon the concentration of 

impurities, attain* ita ultimate value. Eventually, the thermo

electric power will Increase up to the temperature at which 

ermi level attains its ultimate value. 

It has been observed in the present stu<iy on PbTe film* 

that thermoelectric power Increased slowly with rise of tempe

rature and finally showed r slight decreasing tendency. The 

alight increase in poaltlve thermoelectric power appeara to be 

due to an Increase in effective mass with temperature as 

reported by Johnson (1962), Smlrnov et al. (1961) and Johnson 

(1964) in bulk PbTe samples. The decreasing tendency on 

further rise of temperature may be due to the more electron-

hole pair creation process. 

The results for thermoelectric power in case of rbS 

and Pbae differ considerably from thoae of PbTe. It h*a 

already been mentioned that the po»itlve thermoelectric power 

slowly increased to aaxiaum v»lu* and then dropped ateaply to 

zero and on further increaac in temperature because negative 
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and at a t l l l higher temperature lncreaaed with negstive algn. 

On cooling similar charge ©ccur-ed with the difference the 

values obtained during cooling cyclea were dif ferent . This 

change of posit ive thermoelectric power, to n<gatlve thermo-

e lec tr lc power Indicates that the material which waa original ly 

p-type, cheng*• to n-type due to thermal condition, A similar 

behaviour waa also observed previously by Avafa et a l . (1966) 

In case of bulk lead sulphide compound. The I n i t i a l r i se In 

thermoelectric power nay be due to the Increase In the position 

of the ermi leve l as mentioned before. In another way I t 

can be as Id that below 130°. 176°C depending upon the files thick

ness , the contribution to the thermoelectric power from the 

holes Is more as compared to the electrons. Above 130°- 178°C 

the decrease of thermoelectric power with Increase of tempera

ture indicates that the contribution from the f lrat term In 

equation 29 became appreciable. At the Inversion point, the 

contribution from electrona and holes created due to the thermal 

Ionization became equal resulting In aero thermoelectric power. 

In such case , 

nyuJjfi/S-S) -V ln (H c /n )] * m/^m/fe-S*) + ln(Nv/n l j . 

Since no intentional impurities were Introduced into the aamples 

the change of sign of <* wss no doubt due to the temperature e f fect , 

Since the carrier concentration i s characteriatic of the 

material, i t appeara that the change of sign i s linked with the 

mobility of the charge carriers which i s generally afftcted by 

the temperature. 
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The negative algn of thermoelectric power particularly 

observed at higher temperatures, for PbS and PbSe films, must 

be due to the higher nobility of electrons than holes as 

reported by Brebrick and fccanlon (1964), since in intrinalc 

range the electron snd hole concentration are approximately 

saaea 

The inversion occur ed at lover temperature for the 

thicker films indicating thereby that the thicker filss became 

Intrinsic at lover temperatures. This temperature for thinner 

films was however found to be higher indiesting the higher 

concentration of lmpurltlea most likely the defects. 

Mobility 

The mobility relation /a °c T*"n reported by many vorkers 

vas r*lso found to be valid in our studies on films. Many 

investigators reported the value of 'n* to vary betveen 2.6 to 

3. Whilst Smlrnov et al. (1961) found, for PbSe, the value 

of n s 3.6 to 4. For PbTe and 1'bSe the value of 'n' was 2.96 

and 4.5 respectively. Since evaporated films consist of many 

defecta such aa stacking faults, dislocations, tvlnnlngs, grsin 

boundaries etc. the probability of scattering will be much more 

compered to the bulk material of the same thickness, consequently 

the mobility of the thin films vould considerably be less and 

hence n will be more as found in the present studies. The 

mobility of charge carriers in fllma deposited at room temp* re-

tture of varying thickness vea found to be leas than 10 cm /volt-se* 
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Generally the mobility for bulk material varies from 100 to 

400 esr/volt-sec. This considerable decrease in mobility in 

thin films may be attributed as mentioned above to the defects 

vis. the presence of stresses end strain, imperfections etc. 

generally Introduced during the growth of the films. In the 

preaent etudy aa the thickness became lov the mobility for 

lover film thickness «< er.a to be associated with the presence 

of more defects. It will be worth mentioning that Lavy (1962) 

observed ^ « 2 cn^/volt-smc. and yup « 20 cm£/volt-sec. for 

lead telluride films, Silverman and Levenateln (1964) also 

observed a very low mobility in case of Pbfe films, Halvorsen 

(1960) reported that the mobility for p-type Pb6 films of \-fi 

thickness was less than ten. The higher values of motility 

with Increase of substrate temperature during the deposition 

as obtained in the present investigation may be due to the 

increase in size of the crystallites (inch and Wllcan, 1937\ 

Levinstein, 1949). At high substrate temperature, the surface 

diffusion and annealing out of the Internal imperfections such 

aa stacking fsuits, dislocations etc. takes place and the 

overall effect will causa an increase in mobility of the charge 

carriers with the increase of substrate temperature. The 

reverae will be the case for deposits formed at lower substrate 

temperature. 

tt la not easy to see the reason for the lov values of 

Hall coefficient for thin films compared to the bulk, famt it 

is likely that the values may srise out of the conciliation cf 

affects of majority and minority carriers which were always 

present in the films studied. 
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Oxidation of PbS and Iodine doping In PbS and PbTe films 

The results of oxidation of PbS films shoved that 

resistance increased by two or three or6er» in magnitude. The 

higher values of resistance for oxidised film appears to be 

due to the absorption of oxygen and some t ines oxidation of 

f i l e s , tollman (1948) found by electron diffract ion that the 

surface layer consisted of Pb&t PbQ04 and other compounds. 

Minden (1966) suggested that these sort of films might be 

composed of two lsyers next to the substrate v i z . ( i ) conduct

ing layer and (11) the upp^r leyer of the film which was 

supposed to be non-conducting. He suggested the formation 

of PbSOgt PbO and removal of S0g . Due to the adsorption of 

oxygen as well as formation of new phases on the surface of 

the fi lm, the r e s i s t i v i t y would increase considerably. The 

resu l t s of thermoelectric power measurements s u g g e s t s that 

the type of the material remained unchanged after oxidation 

of the f i lm. The s l ight higher values of thermoelectric power 

observed might be due to the formation of new compound such 

as PbS03 and PbO (:and«?n, 1966), or FbO*PbS04 (fcerlaga et a l . 

1966), Bode and Levinstein (1964) showed that the n-type 

mat* r i a l changed to p-type after oxidation. 

r e s i s t i v i t y measurements on iodine doped PbS an* PbTe 

films shewed a considersble increase in r e s i s t i v i t y at room 

temperature. The higher values of Iodine-doped films might 

be due to the formation of layer of Ij, ©« the surface of the 
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films which had generally very lev conductivity. It e*n be 

a*»en cleerly from the me? aurementa on Iodine-doped films of 

PbS that the adsorption effect waa considerably reduced. It 

la not easy to interpret this peculiar behaviour of auch 

films. It la evident that Iodine lay* r ao formed might 

prevented the penetration or diffusion of roiature end gases 

through the file possibly by occupying active ait^a. It has 

been reported previously that the halogens doping in lead 

sulphide group generally gave n-type of material (iftoem et al»» 

1954), But the pr« aent study ahowed that the Iodine did not 

change the type of the material in case of PbS and PbTe filma. 

The thermoelectric power measureaenta gave a slightly higher 

vfilues. The general trend of the result waa similar. 



CKAPTEii - IV 

{iXUDIJa* OH BIBKPTO lELLUttlDfi 

A HP BISMUTH SKLSHIDE HUtt 

A. Introduction 

It i s well known that the bismuth t e l l u r i t e end bismuth 

a l loys are frequently used in thermoelectric devices, lite 

experimental data on materials which hod been used in theriso-

e l ec tr i c devices up to 1964 Is given in papers by Xelkes 

(1947, 1964), oraberg (1963) and luring et a l . (1947). bismuth 

te l lur ide i s supposed to be one of the tes t lntermetell lc 

compounds used in thermoelectric devices. The work of ha ken 

(1910) on Ei-Te system showed that the pure BigTe3 (62Bi - 48 le ) 

always gave n-type conductivity whereas impure compound snowed 

p-type conductivity, with thermoelectric power vorylng from 

120- 170 /»V/°C. 

Later on Goldsmid and Douglas (1964) showed that p-type 

BlgTe3 could be used to produce thermoelectric cooling. After 

1964, many investigators studied the semiconducting parametere 

of *>lfiT#3 s ingle crystals and polycryaU»ls. Tsldll'kovakll 

(1966) and Amirkhanov et a l . (1967) measured the th e rooms gne t i c 

e f fec t s over the temperature range 120-700 i , and reported 

that in most of the samples the carrier concentration was of the 

order of 1 0 1 8 - 10 1 9 cm"3. Lagrenaudle (1967) confirmed that 

E l g l e 3 waa a semiconductor and applied the aame bonding model 

aa reported by ivreb (1964) for lead aulphide. He also reported 
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that the thermoelectric power of hie sample having the carrier 

concentration 1.6 x 10 1 8 cm"2 decreeaed with the r i se of 

temperature end for n « 1,7 x 10 es , I t was almost 

constant over the temperature range 130°-476°k and then had a 

decreasing tendency. Goodman (1969) proposed a new model as 

was used for Cdlg. Gordyakove and Finanl (1958) investigated 

the ef fects of impurities in b i ^ T c . They also reported that 

the e l ec t r i ca l conductivity and thermoelectric power changed 

considerably with doping. Drabbla and Wolfe (1956) suggested 

the multivalley band structure. The measurements of Irabble 

at a l , (1958) end Drabble (1958) showed that both the conduction 

and valence bands had either three or s ix extresss and they 

deduced that the constant energy surfaces of electrons were 

spheroidal. The effect ive mass from Hall and oeebeck data 

w^re reported to be as 0.46 m0 and for holes 0.61 m0. Many 

investigators also measured the electron and hole mobility 

(Goldamid et a l . , 1958; Sstterthwaite and tire, 1967). The 

electron hall mobility of bigTe3 was found to be 310 cm / v o l t - s e c . 
2 O 

and hole mobility was about 400 cm / v o l t - s e c . at 200 K. 

(fcatterthwait© and Ure, 1967} Drabble, 1968$ !«rman et a l . , 

1967). The temperature dependence of mobility from r e s i s t i v i t y 

and Hall e f fect measurements varied as f"n varied from 1.63 

to 3 for electron mobility and 1.5 to 2.3 for hole mobility. 

The activation energy varied from 0.16 to 0.2 eV for bulk 

material. 
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Goldsmld (1967) u*de the thermoelectric power measure

ments on both n- snd p-type materials and reported t? at thermo

e l ec t r i c power was independent of an axial direction i . e . 

found to be isotropic in the range 150°- 300° r>. Be found 

oC z 190^i\/°C for n-type and °c * 170^uV/°C for p-type BigTe3. 

Iron the graphs of Soebeck coeff ic ients agalnat InT, the slope 

corresponded to 167^uV/cC for n-type an? 160^x\/°Q for p-type 

material in the above temperature range. Re also stated that 

the e f fect ive mass increases with increasing degree of degeneracy. 

Goldsmld (1968) and I anafleld & Williams (1968) measured the 

Seebeck coeff ic ient in the intr ins ic range of temperature and 

Goldsmld determined the ratio of electron to hole mobility as 

1.2 and m* / a * s 0 .9 . bowley et a l . (1968) studied the 

magneto-thermoelectric e f f ec t s . 

Goldsmld (1968), Walker (1960) also measured the thermal 

conductivity of a number of p- and n-type specimens of varying 

composition over the temperature range 160°-300°k and at lover 

temperature i . e . 2°K (JcDonald et a l . , 1969). I' aaureaents of 

thermal conductivity aa a function of temperature also been 

reported by Satterthwaite and lire (1967). Over the temperature 

range they found JL s 6.1 x T*1 W cm"1 deg"1. Optical properties 

of ki«Te3 s ingle crystals have been reported in a aerlea of 

papera by Auatin (1968, 69, 60) . He reported that the tliermal 

energy gap at room temperature waa 0.13 eV and had a temperature 

coef f ic ient -0 .96 x 10*4 eV/ °C. 
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Carlson (1969) studied the diffusion of co: per In 
L i 2 T # 3 a n d h l 8 ^*sults vrere in agreement with the theory of 

di f fusion given by i,ener (1961). ooonpaa (1964) correlated 

the type of material and c/a ratio for 1 lgTe^ Ihe results 

vere corresponding to those previously reported by FrancoBbe 

(1968), Vasenln and i.onovslov (1967). 

Lange (1939) deterolned the positions of the etoas in 

the rhosjbohedrel C33 type of bigTe^. Dongus (1961) r e p o r t s 

a hexagonal structure with a * 4 .36, C » 6 x 0.06 &x whilst 

Shigotoal and K01I (1966) reported a r 6 .79 , c/a * 1.4. In 

the view of Francombe (1968), bl^te^ had a marked anlsotropy 

between the axial expansion coef f i c i ents . According to Sato 

(1962), changes in structure of Bi2Te3 took place during the 

mechanical grinding process, recently rancosabe? (1964) fron 

electron diffract ion study on sputtered thin f i loa of blgle^ 

reported a modified hexagonal structure which corresponds to 

pseudocubic structure. 

Many lnvestig tors have attempted to study the semi

conducting properties of i-i2&®3 8in**l« crystals and also of 

polycrystals . In 1960, Gibson and Hots have estimated thfc 

value of the activation energy ( A. ) s 0.4 eV. According to 

^leck e t Bl. (1961) the value of A E was 0.26 «V, and the 
"4 temperature coeff ic ient of optical energy ffap was - 2 x 1 0 eV/ 

Whilst Hashimoto (1968) have observed A hi * 0.2 eV for poly-

crystal l ine i:i©F«« and the activation energy of donor s ta t i c 
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was 0.003 eV. he s l so reported for BIS* p o l y c y s t i c s , AF, r 0.4eV. 

Austin and Sheard (1967) estimated the velue of AE * 0.T7 eV. 

Joffe and St 11'ban measured the thermoelectric power, figure 

of merit snd thermal conductivity, they round << s - S00>uV/oC, 

0 s 1.6 x 10"3 to 1.4 x 10~3 dag'1 end i. -' 14 i 10"3 w cm^deg*1. 

wonorov reported << » 70 /ttV/°C. Gordyakova et a l . (1988) 

reported ta« nobi l i ty in b i g « a , ^ a 726 cm e /volt -sec . 

t t i s interesting to state that the bulk material obtained 

from the stoichiometric composition of 14. end re , i s generally 

n-type. According to honges (1961) an al loy bi 2 £e £ annealed 

at 476 C for several days had a hexagonal structure, farravano 

and a g l l o t i (1930), Schubert et a l . (1963) and Schubert & 

1 rlcke (196£), honorov (1966)* reported hexagonal structure for 

i i r - e . . . tn view of Seclletov (1964), Seclletov and Plnsker 

(1966) reported from their electron diffraction study bl-Se 

system had three phases v i z . LigCe-, i£gS*4 and BiiJe. Recently 

Gobrecht et a l . (1964) studied the structural and e lec tr ica l 

properties of fclgSeg a n d ^ E ^ S * T n 0 y h a v e o b s e r V G d a ni**n 

anlsotropy for Bl-Se^ ( <^a/ <Tc s 10) as compered to bip i ie2 

( {B/ 6C * 2) as far aa the conductivity was concerned. In 

th i s laboratory Dhere (1966) made a detailed stuly on the 

crysta l growth process of i i 2 T e 3 and ^lgS«3 films on (100), 

(110) nn& (111) races of Na^l and also on (0001) of mica. 

These s tudies , no doubt, give some insight into the 

electron transport process in the bulk ar ter ia l . It i s also 

evident that no such studies have been made on the semiconducting 
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and physical propert ies of th in f i l i»a. In the fo l lowing , soice 

study has been undertaken on the measurem*nts of semiconduct

ing parameters in order to g t „ome i n s i g h t in to the e l ec tron 

transport processes . 

b . frperlnnntal 

(a ) Preparation of bismuth t e l l u r i d e ;- bismuth t e l l u r i d e 

in the bulk was prepared by melting bismuth and t e l l u r i u s in 

a tou ic proportion (2 :3) in vecuo in a sea led s i l i c a tube by 

heat ing to about 1000°b for about s i x hours and cool ing l a t e r 

on . The bisauth o c t a l used was supplied by Johnson Xatthoy and 

Co. and the te l lurium (metal) powder by Rledel-de haenag, 

Seelse*Hannover, o f Germany. The method of preparation was 

s i m i l a r to that of lead ae l en ide . 

(b) Preparation o f blsamth se l en ide »- bismuth se l en lde 

was a l s o prepared in a s imi lar way in atowic proportion (2:3) 

by taking bismuth and selenium. Selenium was obtained frois 

B r i t i s h Drug House end was o f 99^ pur i ty . 'Ihe maximum 

temperature of heating was about 700 C. The other s tages were 

s imi lar to that of i i g T e 3 . 

C. a e s u i t s 

(1 ) r e s i s t i v i t y * nd a c t i v a t i o n energy t- before carrying 

out the measurements of the oth^r parameters, the d i scont inu i ty 

temperature of both the b i g T* 3 and BlgSSg fi lms were found out 

end was about 226°C and 3O0°C r e s p e c t i v e l y . Ihe Bi£Xe3 f i lms 

were then annealed at temperature about 200 C. In the citse of 
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bipS«^ flless no annealing was carr ied o u t , the reason for which 

w i l l be discussed in the r e s u l t s . 

(a) I istsuth t e l l u r l d e films }- Tha r e s i s t ance me^aure-

menta v re Bade in the temperature range of -17°C t o 200°C. 

Ihe f ig .23 ahovs the va r i a t i on of log l J J 1/T for d i f fe ren t 

files th icknesses , t t can be seen from the curves t ha t the 

r e s i s t ance decreased continuously with the r l a e of tensp ra tu re 

through-out the tempers tu re range, fto%revfcr» the curve 

log n vjg 1/T changed i t s i lope at about 30°C and on further 

r l a e of temperature up to the aaxisrum temperature of our 

experiment, the slope remained constant . The ac t iva t ion energy 

was calculated for both the regions i . e . from - 1 7 C to 30°C and 

20° to 200°C and the r e s u l t s are ahown i n t a b l e No.7 for f i l e s 

of varying th ickness . I t can be sean from the f ig .22 tha t the 

LigTe3 films showed i n t r i n s i c behaviour above room temperature. 

The ac t iva t ion energy calculated over the temperature range 

00 -175 C waa s l i g h t l y higher than tha t of bulk ma te r i e l , 

reported by other i nvea t l ga to r s . 

The itudy waa a lso made on the films prepared under 

d i f f e ren t evaporating condi t ions , namely with the r a t e of 

evaporat ion. Th< r e s i s t i v i t y meaaurementa a t room temperature 

on auch films showed tha t the r e s i s t i v i t y increased with the 

decrease of r a t e of evaporation and vice vers©. Measurements 

a t higher temperature a lso indicated t h a t the general trend 

of tha r e s u l t s waa s imilar for dif erent ra tea of evaporation 
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I.e. the nature of the curve (lo* u vs. l/l) was Independent 

of the rete of evaporation t ough the resistivities for 

different fllE thicknesses at the sane temperatures were 

different for different rates of evaporation. Activation 

energy was also found to be affected a little with the rate of 

evaporation. It Increased slightly with the decrease of the 

rate of evaporation and vice versa. 

(bj Blattuth selenide films :- Preliminary experiments en 

resistance measurements with temperature showed some lnt rest

ing features In log H yj£ 1/T curves, which were not present 

in case of rlJTe,, and lead chalcogenldos. A typical curve, 

(fig.£4) showed that during the heating cycle the resistance 

decreased continuously with the rise of temperature up to a 

region slightly below the temperature of discontinuity. Durln, 

the cooling cycle It was observed that the cu vea did not 

follow the heating path but continued In entirely a different 

one, nearly parallel to the 1/1 axla (flg.24). If the resistance 

ineasureBent waa again carried out, It followed the cooling path 

provided the maximum temperature vaa more or le^. the same as 

before. If, however, during the Initial heating cycle, heating 

waa stopped at an Intermediate temperature, the cooling curve 

again followed, depending upon the maxlouts temperature, a new 

path different from the heating curve. The typical curvea for 

log R 21 1/T •*• shovn In fig.25 for different maximum tempera

ture of heating. In all cases, freah heating curves followed 

exactly the previous cooling curves provided the maximum 

temperature was not exceeded. 
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i t thus appeared tha t the cooling curve which core or 

l e sa shoved the ef fect of annealing was dependent eventually 

on the temperature o annealing. Since slopes a lso varied 

with t h i s ennealln? temperatures, the usual annealing process 

ca r r i ed out for oth r th in films was purposely avoided in the 

case of i l , t i e 2 f l l tas. The values of a c t i v a t i o n energy for 

d i f fe ren t flits thicknesses were turn sured over the temperature 

range 3 0 - 1 0 0 C. The t ab l e fto.8 shows the va r ia t ion of ac t i va 

t i on energy with the files thlckne&s. i t can be s< en from 

the f ig .26 tha t the slope of the cooling curve decreased with 

the Increase of the maximum temperature of heating and f ina l ly 

approached to sero a t about 260°C as the res i s tance was p r a c t i 

c a l l y constant during the cooling process from 260°C to the 

room tenpera tu re . I t can be seen from the stove s tudies tha t 

once a cooling curve I s obtained corresponding to the maximum 

temperature of heating the cycle wi l l be repea t s t i e provided 

the maximum temperature was not exceeded. This was confirmed 

by making eight or ten d i f fe ren t runs below the maximum tempe

r a t u r e of heating on the same fi lm. 

The ac t iva t ion energy for the same film In d i f fe ren t 

temperature regions was calculated by using the expression (40) . 

The r e s u l t s for ( A £) for d i f fe ren t temperature of msxirrum 

heat ing are presented In t ab le No.9. The f ig.26 for A v j Xh 

Ind ica tes t h a t the ac t iva t ion energy decreased with the 

increase of maximum temperature of hea t ing . From the above 
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figure, the rate of decrease of ( A .) with the rlae of w>,-.imum 

tempersture of heating vm calculated. The results are shown 

in table No.9. It VDS found that the rate of decrease of 

act ivat ion energy with the maximum temperature of htating was 

about 5 x 10* eV/ C in the temperature range 30 -166 C find 

above 166 C i t we a found to be equal to 3 x 10 to 2 x 10"*' 

e v A . 

(11) Thermoelectric power measurements 

before preparing the f i lms, the bulk materials were 

subjected to the thermoelectric t ea t . The bulk material Bi^Te3 

wsa found to be p-type whereas BigSe^ w«s showing n-type 

behaviour. 

<r') fclsmuth te l lurlde films :- The r*-surements of 

thermoelectric power were made over the temperature range »lfi°C 

to 176eC. The f ig .27 shows the typical curve for the variation 

of thermoelectric power with temperature. It indicates that 

(»C) increased slowly with the r i s e of temperature *>nd at about 

12£°C remained conatant end then showed a decreasing tendency 

with the further r i se of temperature aa wa8 observed in the 

case of PbTe 11ms. Ihe maximum value obtained for bigTeg 

filma was about 240 JUV/°C. The table No.10 ahows the magnitude 

of thermoelectric power at different temperatures for varying 

film thicknesses. Here eg*in thinner films had higher valuea 

than the thicker f i lms. 
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All the LigT«2 f i l E S prepared by vacuum evaporation 

t ec nique were found to be p-type ov< r the temperature range 

s tud ied . 

(k) bismuth selenium films s- The thermal e.rs.f. generated 

due to the temperature difference between the two ends of the 

film waa measured. The typ ica l curve of thermal e.tt .f . against 

temperature of the hot end shows a continuous r i s e of thermal 

e.m.f, with temperetur- up to the s^Almum U*i e r s tu re of cur 

experiment, with a be t t e r control of temperature, no hys te res i s 

type of lor»p was observed between the heat ing and cooling cycle . 

Lut the res i s t ance measurements in d i f fe ren t temperature range 

showed the i r r e v e r s i b l e changes. In order to see the effect 

of I r r e v e r s i b i l i t y on the thermal e.m.f. the film was f i r s t 

heated to c e r t a i n temperature And measurements were matim fcelow 

t h i s teirperature. Xn a s imi lar way the same f i l e was heated a t 

d i f f e ren t temper? tu res an*-? within those temperature rcnges the 

thermal e .m. fs . were measured. The d i f fe ren t typ ica l curves 

Tor thermal e.m.f. yj. temperature s re shown in f ig .28 which 

shows the t the corresponding values of the therraal e .m.fs . 

decreased P l i t t l e with the maximum temperature of hea t ing . 

The thermoelectr ic power (<^) was calculated a t d i f ferent 

temperatures in d i f fe ren t temperature ranges. The fig.I*7 for 

« » 1 shows s imt ier sor t of va r i a t ion with temperature as 

observed in case of kij>Te3 f i lms . 
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Ihe thermoelectric power In the s*me temperature region for 

different film thickness was calculated and resul ts are shown in 

table No.10. The table shows that the thermoelectric power 

increased with the decrease of the film thickness. Normally, 

the value of (<* ; varied from 70 to 80 ̂ V / C for most of the 

B lgS^ f i l e s . All the films under invest igat ion, were found to 

be n«type unlike fclcTen. This may be due to the presence of 

excess of selenium. 

U i i ) Temperature coeff ic ient of resistance 

Jhis parameter for blgTe^ and Big?e^ films was measured 

In the usual way described previously (Chapter I I I ) . The 

temperature range was between 3 0 - 1 7 6 C. The f ig .29 shows the 

typical curves for T H v& temperature for "lgTe^ and tigti«3 

fi lms and the results are shown in table No.11. 

t t i s seen that TCii had a negative sign and i t s negative 

value decreased with the r i se of temperature up to temperaturt 

2r 60°C for B1©T*3 f i lms. On further increase of temperature 

the negative TCH also Increased up to the maximum temperature 

of our experiment which was l e s s then the annealing temperature, 

lor BigSe3 f i lms, the smaller value of the negative TCR, however, 

occurred at temperature much lower than th»t of Bi„Te.j f i lms. 

It i s of Interest to mention here that even though measure

ment of the TCH for bigSe3 films was carried out bffore annealing 

the f i lms' nature of the curves were similar to that of bi^Te^. 

This has been confirmed in numerous specimens of ^W « s f i lms. 
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(lv) Mean free path 

The mean free puth of llgTcg films was netiur d by 

employing t e method previously used by Mayer (1959) as mentioned 

in the Chapter III. 

The fig.30 shows the dependence of Pm<k on 'd * at 

different temperatures. Though these curves show alaliar 

trend of result; , the magnitudes of intercepts end ^ at 

different temperatures were quite different. The table lNo.l£ 

shows the value of eean free puth at different temperatures, 

a typical curve for loc ( <*•* . vs. log (T) Indicates that mean 

free path decreased with the increase of temperature obeying 

the law T" ' where S was found Cr 0.45. It was also found that 

the mobility obeys the l*w I % where n * 0.96 i.e. yuc<I c" w. 

I lectron diffraction patterns were also taken fro© the 

deposits before end after measurements. The patterns obtained 

fro© the deposit*, after measurements were sharper than those 

for taken before measurements. This suggested sn increase in 

the crystal size. The typicel pattern for bigTe^ and BlpSe^ 

are shown In figs.31,22. 

D. Discussion 

ealstlvlty and activation energy ;- It has been 

observed during our present study that the resistivities at 

room temperature for Bi?Te3 and Bi2Se3 files vera of the order 

of 0.1 to 0.05 ohm-cir. and 0.1 ohm-CK respectively. These 
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value* of resistivities were much higher than that of bulk as 

reported by many Investigator* (Llact et al., 1957$ Joffe 

and St 1'bans, 1969j iinorov, 1956). Keasons for the higher 

resistivities In thin films have already been discussed in 

details in case of the chalcogenides of lead. The imperfect-

ions or defects etc. contribute generally to an Increase of 

resistivities in thin films, tt cay be pointed out here that 

the conductivity of lead telluride and biaamth telluride films 

deposited at room temperature was of the same order for the 

same order of file thickness. 

The general features of the curves, log A VJ lAt for 

BigTe3 films above room temperature were similar to Pblc 

films. Below the room temperature the resistance, however, 

increased slowly with the decrease of temperature. A conti

nuous fall in resistance with the increase in temperature as 

can be seen from fig.S3, indicates the excitation of electrons 

from the valence band to the conduction band and also further 

Ionization of the impurities. Tt is obvious from fig.22 that 

the intrinsic behaviour started above the room temperature. 

Below 30°C sll the films of fcie
Te3 »tudled shoved extrinsic 

behaviour with an activation energy = 0.20 to 0.24 eV. 

The resistivity data of Bi2r«3 films (fig.26) showed 

that certain transformation occurred in the films such that 

after s certain temperature irreversible changes in resistance 

were observed. This change was found to depend upon the 

ffisxlBum temperature of heating of films. Below this temperature 
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filet were quite at&ble In the sense that the resistance me aure-

menta were reproducible. This peculiar behaviour of biemuth 

selenide films tsay be due to the dtasociation of blgS** to ;.lSe, 

Electron diffraction study in thia laboratory also confirms the 

above viev (Dhere 1966). Owing to the remove 1 of selenium from 

film during the heating process, the me®aurementa of activation 

energy b«came difficult. The value of the activation energy 

at different points corresponding to the maximum temperature 

of heating was calculate'. The results ahowed a wide variation 

in activation energy at different temp rature range atudied. 

In case of hi^le^ films there were two different values 

of activation energy In two temperature ranges via. (a) below 

room temperature and (b) above room temperature to the maximum 

temperature of experiment. In temperature region (b), the 

value for A E was found to vary from 0,3 to 0,39 eV and in (a) 
o 

0.20 to 0.24 eV over the thickness range TO,000 to 1,000 A . 

>lany inveatigatora for example I-lack et al. (1957), Konorov 

(1966), 5higetoEi end Kori (1966), Herman et al. (1967), 

^atterthvaite and Ure (1967) and Goldsmid (1958) reported 0.16, 

0.3, 0.21, 0.16, 0.20 end 0.16 eV reapectively for bulk ii2*es 

at room temper*ture. It la interesting to point out that 

higher valuta of activation energy for thinner sr.mplea were 

alao noticed by Black et al. (1967) in the csae of bulk M gTe 3. 

The values of activation energy observed in the present study 

on lî Ga.j films, corresponded with those of Gibson end Koss 

(1960) for bulk ^V*« 3
 w*-th A t * 0.4eV. Hiahimoto (1968) 

reported 0.36 eV for single crystals of EigSeg. T h # values o f 

activation energy obtained in the present study would not only 

account for the energy required to excite an electron from the 
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valenca band but also for the energy required to transfer an 

charge carrier frois one neutral Island to another and finally 

also for the energy required to anneal out some of the defects. 

As It has already been stated in the previous chapter, the 

activation energy is also affected considerably by the surface 

asperities. The higher values observed for thinner files could 

t»e explained on a sinllar line as discussed for lead chalcog*-

nides films. 

Therstoelectrlc power 

The present study on thertsoeleetrlc power of thin -igTeg 

fllas showed thst the values obtained were slightly higher than 

that for the bulk material. It can be seen fro» the results 

that the Seebeek coefficient varied frora 130 to 240 ;uV/°C over 

a temperature range 300°-400 k. At higher temperatures, the 

thermoelectric power shoved a little decreasing tendency. The 

continuous rise in thermoelectric power over the above tempers* 
3 k 

tura range eight be represented by tha relation, °<* T ~ l n T • 

const. It seesss reasonable to suppose that the carrier concen

tration was constant vis. further ionization of impurities 

and electron-hole pair creation was not appreciable. Golismld 

(1968) observed slsillar sort of variation in thermoelectric 

power over a considerable range of temperature. Tha variation 

of thermoelectric power with teoperoture could be explained on 

a similar line as discussed in the case of lead tellurite. 
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£lnce thermoelectric power depends greatly on the mobility which 

also varies with effective mass as given by 

.roc the above relation the variation of ' °c • with temperature 

can be easily explained. Many investigators found that Seebeck 

coefficient varied fro© 170 to 210 JUV/°C depending upon the 

nature of the material. 

It is worth mentioning here that all the bismuth tellurlde 

films showed p-type behaviour aa that of original bulk material. 

Depending upon the relative concentration of elements over thv 

stoichiometric n tio 2*3, the type of materials will be 

determined. It is generally found that on exact composition 

2*3 the material become p-type. Soonpaa (1964) suggested that 

the type of the material particularly of bigTe,,, also depended 

upon the relative magnitude of lattice parameters viz. c/a 

ratio. In view of this suggestion, it will be worthwhile to 

carry out a detailed structural studies by electron diffraction 

and correlate the c/a ratio with the films cheracteristica. 

Thermoelectric power measurements on Eigs*3 fil**8 showed 

thet the thermoelectric power WPS not constant over the 

temperature region studied. Tt decreased, however, with th<-

maximum temper? ture of nesting. The decrease in thermoelectric 

power might be due to the annealing out of the defects aa 

mentioned before. Due to this, the effect of scettering mechanise 
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varies which affect the value of thermoelectric power though 

the value of it la not affected directly but through an 

energy dependent scan free path ter» in the thermoelectric 

power formula©. From resistivity an* thermoelectric measure-

Bents in case of fcl„^e« files, it can be safely concluded that, 

the degree of degeneracy increased wit the Increase of the 

•axlisuBi heating temperature. The present study showed that 

st room temperature thermoelectric power varied frora 70 to 

lSO^uV/ C depending upon the thickness of the filK. According 

to Lonorov (1966) end Black et al. (1967) therisoelectric power 

for hulk varied from 70-lCX)/uV/
0C. 

Temperature coefficient of resistance 

The curve TCK vj[ temperature for bigTes and higSe^ flics, 

showed that It was neither a linear nor an independent of 

temperature. This behaviour could be explained on the basis of 

island structure sodel as discussed before, oioultaneous 

examination of equation (43) and the curve (TCK ££ temperature) 

suggests that, the initial fall in the negative TCR up to about 

66°C to +80°C for BigTê j and ^igSeg respectively Bight be due 

to the term C/T2. Above these temperatures the contribution 

from the first term becaoe appreciable and the effect of the 

tern C/1S waa completely swamped out. The present investiga

tion on tlgle- find BigSe3 filsss shoved that the negative 

maxima were not clearly defined up to 176 C. A comparison 

with sulphide, selenide and telluride of lead showed that TCh 

was such more enhanced conpared to bigSe^ and bigTeg with 

temperature. 
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Mean free path 

I t i s seen fron the r e s u l t s tha t Zo was found to be 

of the order of 10 cm. In Bi- leu . The r e l a t i o n yu*T"*n was 

s l so found t o be v a l i d . I t I s i n t e r e s t i n g to note here that 

the v^lue of 'n» was low ( n Or 0 .96) . Golrssid (1958), 

ShigetoEl and t o r i (1966) Vlesova and S t i l ' b ans (1955), 

^ a t t e r t h v o l t e and Ure (1967) reported the values of *n» to be 

1.94, 2,2, c . 5 , 1.6 e t c . r espec t ive ly . These values 

ind ica te t ha t the samples oust hove been in a degenerate s t a t e 

or had a l a rge concentrat ion of charge c a r r i e r s I . e . 
19 ^O *4 

h> 10 - 10 cuT . The low value of 'n* night be depended 

upon tnt* degree of degeneracy end the structure of the saterial 

under investigat ion, 
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CKAPTBK - V 

CKYSIAL OriOWTH OF UflD SKLENIDi-: 

/». Introduction 

At present many workers are engaged In various parts 

of the world In the study of the optical and electrical 

properties of tha films but relatively less attention is being 

paid to the nature of tha films, their atructure, crystnl 

size and orientations etc. which are necessary for the under

standing of their behaviour. Thin 11ms because of their 

properties different from the bulk materials find wide slope 

of use in many fields especially in electrical devices and in 

optical instruments. The physical and electrical properties 

are completely dictated by the film structure. It is well 

known that the film structure is frequently quite different 

from the bulk as films commonly have a much higher defect 

density; sometimes they even have completely different crystal 

structure. 

In order to see the effect of the structure and nature 

of tha films on the electrical properties an electron diffract

ion study was made on the lead selenide compound in detail ano 

to some extent on lend telluride at different temperatures. 

The worn done on physical, electrical and optical properties 

has already been reviewed in the chapter lit. 
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Hamsd^ll (1926) reported NsCl type f . c . c . s t ruc tu re for lead 

se l en ide . Olshausen (1926) found the value oi e 0 « 6,162 A 
o 

and a0 « 6.14 A (Goldschnidt» 1926), Lead selenide was 

reported to have NaCl type f . c . c , s t ruc tu re with u0 * 6.12£ A 

(A.w.T.l . 6 - 0366) and a l so aQ « 6.124 A (A.6.T.M. 6 - 0664). 

Lead tel lur i .de was reported to have a hexagonal (NIAs type) 

struct? re with a0 » 6.439 A Oamsdel l , 1926. Goldschcidt, 

1926$ Wyckoff, 1948). fel tynovski e t a l , (1966), from t h a l r 

e l ec t ron d i f f r ac t ion study reported tha t the lend t e l l u r l d e 

has a f . c . c , s t ruc tu re with aQ s 6.36 A . According to 

Feltynowskl (1968), the lead t e l l u r l d e has a s l cp le cubic 

s t r u c t u r e with a0 » 6,21 A (by e lec t ron d i f f rac t ion method) 

and aD • 6.34 A (by .-ray s tudy) . 

recently ^emllov and Voroniva (1966) have also studied 

the structural and electrical properties of lead tellurlde 

single crystal films. The epitaxial growth on mica has been 

studied by "Yoahlmi Maklna (1964). 

From the above survey it vill be seen that not much 

work has been carried out on the epitaxial growth of PbSe 

and FbTe on the different faces of rocksalt. In the following 

study has been \indertaken on the crystal growth process of 

PbSe on the different faces of MeCl. 

b. Kxperlaental 

(a) Preparation of speclaens i- The deposited films were 

prepared by vacuum evaporation technique. The apparatus as 

http://telluri.de
file:///indertaken
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shown In fig.33 consisted of a wide pyrex glass tube about 

30 ems. In length, with rubber stoppers at two ends and two 

copper electrodes to heat the filament were inserted through 

one of the stopper. The tube was evacuated by a rotary oil 

pump through the other end. The ultimate vacuum obtains! 
•3 

was of the order of 10 ' sua Hg. Substrates were generally 

placed at about f-6 cms away fro© the ilaraent. The substrates* 

were heated to the required temperature by a tubular furnace 

which could be slided over the pyrex tube. In order to avoid 

the surface contaminetion the filament was initially flashed 

to white hot. Vhen cooled the materials to be evaporated 

were put into it. When the substrates attained the required 

temperature the deposition was carried out by raising the 

temperature of the filament. The deposits were then cooled 

in vacuo, removed and examined by electron diffraction 

technique in the usual manner. 

The filaments were in the fonc of basket and prepared 

from kanthol or tungsten wires. The current used for heating 

the filament was controlled by a varlac. The temporeture 

of the films during deposition was measured by a suitable 

thermometer. 

(b) Preparation of substrates t- The substrates used in 

the present investigation were (100), (110) and (111) faces 

of rocksalt crystals and amorphous glass pieces. 
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Ihe (100) face was obtained by cutting sin, le crystal 

with a clean and sharp edged knife by applying a little 

pressure along the cube edge direction. Ihe untouched cleared 

surfaces were then used as substrates. 

Ihe (110) and (111) faces were prepared by grinding the 

crystals at appropriate angles wit? different grades of ornery 

papers down to 0000. These were then etched in running 

distilled water, dried between clean filter papers and examined 

by electron dif Taction technique. If necessary, they were 

reground and re-extmined to get the necessary faces. 

(c) Kxarrlnatlon of specimens and interpretation 
of electron dif Taction patterns 

The specimens were examined both ly reflection and trans-

nlssion methods. The electron diffr ction patterns were inter

preted in the Conner discuss* d by many workers (I inch and 

llman, 1&27\ Thomson and Cochrane, 1929; seeching, 1936} 

Wilman, 1948a and 1949- 1948b, 1962; Pinsker, 196? etc.) and 

hence are not given in detail. 

The diffraction patterns obtained can be grouped in 

aa follows i (1) Pattern* due to single crystals or two-degree 

orientated deposit crystals mostly consisting of spots, (2) 

xiing patterns due to polycrystalline nature of the deposits, 

nd (3) Reflection patterns consisting of arcs which did not 

change on the change of beam direction were due to one degree 

orientated depraits. 
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C. Results 

(a) Lead selenlde films 

(1) On rocksalt 

On (100) face i The deposits of lead selenlde formed 

at different substrate temperature, en rock-salt cleavage face 

wore studied In detail. The deposits at room temperature were 

polycryata Hint In nature. The pattern (fir.£4) waa sharp 

consisting of reflections having either all odd or all even 

Indices indicating thereby that the deposits developed e f.c.c. 

atructure. The lattice pararaett-r as wf*s found to be e0 « 6,1 A 

Patterns obtain- d by reflections from deposits* forced at lfcO C 

consisted of spots aa well as rings. The deposits with bears 

direction alon/ < 100 > yielded a aqu*re type of ar angement 

of spots (fig. 35). The patternsv however, changed on rotation 

of the specimen such that TOO, 400 reflection etc, and their 

higher order reflections were always in the plane of incidence 

in all cases. This suggested that the deposits developed 

2-d(100) orientation. The pattern (fig.^6) which beam along 

the cube face diagonal of the substrate showed centered /" 2* 

type rectangles which was in confirmation with the above view. 

Ihus the deposits grew with parallel orientation, wlmllar 

results were also obtained in the ease of deposits formed at 

200°, 260°, 300°, 260° and 40C°C. The pattern (fig.27) wss 

obtain d by transmission from the deposit formed at 400 C. 

The square type of arrangement of the spots clearly showed the 

formation of 2-d [lOo] orientation. 
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On (110) face ; Deposit! on (110) rocksalt at room 

temperature were polycrystalline In nature. The deposits 

formed above 160 C gave sharp spots due to the Increase In 

the size of crystallites. 

From a close examination of the reflection pattern 

(fig.£8) it is seen that the pattern consisted of square 

type of arrays of spots when the beam direction was along 

100 of the s b;trate. The apper.ranee of £20, 440 etc. 

reflections in the pl«ne of Incidence suggested the forma-

tion of 2-d {110] orientation such that K 100> of deposit 

(100 > substrate. The above interpretation was found to be 

consistent with the pattern (fig.39) corresponding to the 

bean direction along < 110 > and also when the beam vas also 

^ 111 ) of the materials. The corresponding transmission 

pattern (fig.40) showed an arrangement of spots 000, 220, 

222 and 002 reflections and their higher orders forminr 

rectangular network with 111, 331 etc. reflections at the 

centers of the rectangles. It is consistent with the reclpro-

cel lattice for < 110 > axis of the deposits of crystals 

and hence the deposits developed 2-d f110} orientation on 

NaCl (110) face. 

On (111) face : The deposits formed at room tempera

ture also showed the polycrystalline nature. At higher 

temperature the deposits gave sharp spot pattern (fig.41). 
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The pattern show* that the deposits grew epitaxlally with 

2-d [ill] orientation, as 111, 222 etc. reflections were 

present in the plsne of incidence. The asymmetric nature o 

the arrangement of spots suggested the parallel or anti-

parallel orientation developed by the deposits. 

HO 
On glasw J The deposits formed on glass . t roots 

temperature were polycrystalline in natur . At about 200 L 

the deposit yielded patterns (fig.42) which regained 

unchanged even with the change of the beam direction. This 

suggested the formation of one degree orientation. It is 

seen that the reflections in the plane of incidence were 

200| 400 and their higher order thereby suggesting the forma

tion of 1-d [100] orientation were also obtained in case of 

deposits formed at 300°C. In this case the degree of orienta

tion is more perfect than from deposits formed at lower 

temperature. 

Lead tellurlde i The deposits formed at different 

substrate tempers-ture on glass showed the similar orientation 

as observed in case of lead selenlde films. 

D. Dlscu. sIon 

The results on the evaporated films of lead selenlde 

showed that these grew epltaxially on single crystal 

substrates such as NaCl, at higher temperatures but they had 

a tendency to be randomly disposed at or near about the room 
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temperature. It is well known that the atoms In vapour phase 

when start depositing on the substrate condense and try to 

occupy the positions which correspond to the minimum potential 

energy configuration provided the mobilities of the atoms are 

sufficient. At higher substrate temperature, they get 

sufficient mobility to arrange therselves in positions which 

correspond to the ideal position of minimum potential energy 

stote. At lower substrate temperatures they would not have 

sufficient time to take up the ideal position and hence 

remain on the sites in the Immediate neighbourhood of the 

deposition position. In the above cases it is s&en that at 

higher temperatures the deposits had tendency to develop 

parallel orientations on all three faces of rocksalt. The 

orientation and the azimuthal directions were as follow . 

flOo] <001> // (100) (001> H&C1 

[lio] <C01> // (110) <001> NaCl 

[ill} (110> // (111) < U 0 > NaCl 

Lead selenide deposits developed perfect one-degree 100 

orientation on glass above 150 C. The deposits formed on 

glass at room temperature showed the polycrystailine nature. 

At medium temperature, the presence of many rings in 

addition to the spots suggested an 1-d (lOOJ orientation. 

The higher mobilitiea and lower resistivity of th* 

films forced at higher temperature in case of lead tellurlde 

films were must be due to the increase in crystal sizf and 

annealing out of the some of the defects. 
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SUHKAKY AND tOlCLt^IONS 

The present systematic study on the semiconducting 

properties of thin films of varying thicknesses on several 

semiconductors has shown some features not present in the 

bulk materials. Further the measurements of semiconducting 

parameters in thin films have been standardised for the 

first time and effects of various factors, such as thickness, 

rate of evaporation, substrate temperature on the different 

parameters vix. resistivity, thermoelectric power, Hall 

coefficient, TCH, mean free path etc. have been emphasised. 

The size effects, imperfection of surface asperities, higher 

concentration of defects which control the thin film 

properties in the same way as impurities in bulks have been 

established. : tudies of surface structure simultaneously 

by electron diffraction in all the specimens, however, 

served as a control to correlate the semiconducting and 

structural properties. The change of resistivity with tempe

rature of substrates opened up a new possibility of changing 

conductivity and hence a control in the electron transport 

process. 

rom the results, it can be seen that the films of 

lead and bismuth chalcogenides had lower conductivities, 

higher activation energies, higher thermoelectric power. 
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lower mobilities, rapid variation of temperature coefficient 

of resist* nee and variable Kail coefficient depending on the 

thickness of the film than those obtained for bulk materials. 

For all materials studied the resistivity decree sed with 

an increase of rila thickness end finally Deceasing nearly 

constant with greater thickness, Ihe resistivity was also 

found to decrease with the rate of evaporation and substr. te 

temperature during the growth of the film. Ihe resistivity 

( P ) norEsliy observed was varying from 1 - 0.1 (PbS), 

1 - 0.05 (ibSe), 0.1 - 0.01 (PbXe* 0.6 - 0.06 (bi2S*>3) and 

0.5 - 0.01 (fcigTe3) depending upon the thickness of the film. 

Lead sulphide and lead selenlde showed considerable 

adsorption phenomena especially when exposed to atmosphere 

unlike le«d tellurlde, bismuth selenide and bismuth tellurlde 

films. The activation energy was found to be 1.2 - 1.6 (Pbii) 

at high terrperaturej 0.7 - 0.9 (Pbiie)j 0.22 - 0.44 (PbTe); 

0.20 - 0.38 (i>igTe3) and for MgSe 3 0.3& - 0.46 eV, for 

various filB thicknessest the thinner films however giving 

higher values. Increase in the values of activation energy 

for films compared to bulk appeared to be associated with 

island structure and surface asperities etc. Ihe thermo

electric power («C ) varied similarly with thickness thus 

160 - 376 (ibb)j 340 - 450 (PbSe)* 300-400 (PbTe)j 

140 - £00 (bl^Te^) and for &12£«3 60 - 100^uV/°C, but not 

much affected by the rate of evaporation and substrate 

temperature. An interesting feature In the thermoelectric 
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power of PbS ond PbSe at higher temperatures ( £-136°-200°C) 

ve» the change of positive value of ,<7C» to negative one 

with the rise of temperature and ita reversible character 

on cooling. This was, no doubt, related to the higher 

electron mobility over the hole mobility. Hall coefficient 

and hence the carrier concentration (n) for PbTe also 

varied with the film thickness and the evaporation conditions 

especially with the substrate temperature. Thicker films 

yielded higher values. All the films of Pb6f PbSe, Pble and 

ljlgTe2 were found to be p-type whilst BJUSe~ showed n-type 

behaviour. The carrier concentration for PbTe and ligl©3 

wus c=r 2 x 1017 - 5 x 1017 cm"3 and 1 x 1019 - 5 x 1019 cm" 

respectively. The stean free path ( A ) calculated from the 

resistivity measurements was found to be of the order of 

10*" on. in moat cases. The mobility of PbTe films was 

found to vary from £ to 12 cm /volt-sec. at room temperature 

and increased with the substrate temperature mainly through 

the conductivity factor. The relation ^x »//u0l"nwaa found 

to hold good for lead and bismuth ch&lcogenldes, and the 

values of 'n1 were 2.95, 4.6 and 0.96 for lead telluride, 

lead selenide end bismuth telluride films respectively. 

tor bulk material fn» was found to be 2.6 for le«d compounds 

and 1-1.6 for bismuth telluride. The negative TCH values 

changed with temperature passing through minima and maxima. 

The greater values of resistivity and reduced values of TCH 

tuggeated the utilisation of these films In fabrication of 

•esistora snd building up mlcroclrcultary. 
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The above etudiea on the semiconducting properties 

of thin films showed that the pnresetera observed for bulk 

material cannot be applied to the thin films. Further 

none of the theories can give complete account of 

characterUtlca observed in thin filnss. To explain satis

factorily one has to conaider surface features, defects etc. 

which are peculiar to files. It Is only the*** theories will 

be amenable to experimental verifications. 

—x>.x«— 
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